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1. Introduction 

1.1 Project background 
The Campbelltown Local Government Area (LGA) is situated in the Sydney Basin Bioregion which 
is one of the most species-diverse regions in NSW. It covers an area of approximately 33,130 
hectares and incorporates parts of the Georges and Hawkesbury-Nepean River catchments.  

Approximately 17,840 hectares or 57 per cent of the LGA still contains native vegetation. The 
majority of this vegetation occurs within the eastern portion of the LGA which comprises the 
Holsworthy Military Area, Woronora Special Area, Dharawal National Park and the Upper Georges 
River Corridor. Campbelltown has a diverse range of flora and fauna with over 1,500 flora species 
and over 330 fauna species recorded within the LGA.  

The Macarthur region, comprising of Campbelltown, Camden and Wollondilly, is included in the 
Greater Sydney or Sydney and Surrounds region, as defined by Destination NSW, the lead 
government agency for NSW tourism and events sectors. To be situated so close to such a large 
urban catchment area (Sydney), makes Campbelltown a highly accessible tourist destination for not 
only the local domestic market but also the inbound international market with the majority of 
international visitors flying into Sydney.  

There is a significant increase in urban expansion occurring across Western and South Western 
Sydney, which brings with it a rising population. Campbelltown alone has a population of over 
150,000 people and is predicted to grow to over 180, 000 by 2021. The growing population will 
create a growing need for open space and the demand for day or short break excursions.  

It is therefore pertinent that Campbelltown take advantage of its natural environment and its close 
proximity to the Sydney-wide tourism market and the inbound international market and to solidify 
itself as an eco-tourism destination for both domestic and international visitors.  

The development of an extensive formalised bushwalking track system throughout Campbelltown 
will serve as an important natural, educational and recreational resource for the Campbelltown 
Local Government Area. The walking tracks will conserve the significant ecological value of the 
bushland whilst also developing the area’s ability to accommodate the recreational and educational 
needs of the domestic and international tourism market. 

 

Figure 1: View over the Georges River from Frere's Crossing Reserve 
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Figure 2: Campbelltown City Council area map and reserves for review 
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1.2 Project Deliverables & Approach 
The project will deliver the following: 

 Mapping of all bushwalking tracks at key Council reserves/identified recreational locations:  

o Simmo’s Beach Reserve 

o Ingleburn Reserve 

o Keith Longhurst Reserve 

o Frere’s Crossing Reserve 

o The Woolwash 

o Noorumba Reserve 

 Distinguish between types of tracks (i.e. fire trails, walking tracks, mountain bike trails) 

 Prepare a comprehensive database of tracks to address: 

o Location 

o Ownership 

o Potential barriers to use 

o Grade / Classification 

o Requirements for upgrade/enhancement/maintenance 

o Opportunities to extend existing tracks 

o Identification of main features/attractions/points of interest/key destinations 

o Opportunities to promote tracks as wheelchair accessible 

 Recommend locations for the creation of new paths together with its associated main 
attraction/purpose 

 Identify locations for complementary opportunities for tourism (e.g. lookouts, orienteering, 
mountain biking, zip lining, high ropes course, bird watching, kayaking/paddle boarding/river 
access, camping/glamping) 

 Identify need and locations for potential facilities (e.g. public toilets, picnic tables, BBQ 
facilities)  

 Create an interactive mapping layer of walking tracks that can be used on Council’s website 
and in promotional material 
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An objective review and documentation of existing relevant information will be an important 
component of the project. This review will aid the identification of opportunities and constraints and 
will be important in terms of building a rationale that appropriately justifies the decision-making 
process throughout the project.   

Another significant component of the project will be the on-ground assessment of the area. This 
process will allow us to verify opportunities and constraints and identify both trail development 
opportunities and any additional issues that may require addressing. This assessment will also 
allow a greater understanding of the area and its inherent environmental, landscape character and 
visual amenity values, together with its relationship with the surroundings. 

Key principles which will inform our project approach include: 

 Considering the existing environmental values of the area and maximising and protecting the 
biodiversity principles embedded in the region 

 Maximise recreation, tourism and economic development opportunities 

 Ensure options for trail alignment comply with sustainable and accessible trail design 
principles 

 Compliance with Australian Standards for walking trails (AS 2156.1&2) 

 Regular, co-ordinated collaboration with the consultant team to ensure a cohesive approach  

 Functional, attractive and sought-after trail experiences 
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2. Methodology 
The project methodology is summarised in Table 1 below. This table outlines the key stages utilised 
to conduct a review of the bushwalking tracks and associated facilities within the Campbelltown 
Local Government Area and the key outputs delivered at the completion of each stage. 

Table 1: Project methodology 

Stages of methodology Key outputs 

1. Stage 1: Project Start-up 
and Research 

 Confirmation of project objectives, methodology & timeframes 

 Project start-up meeting minutes 

 Collation of all existing data, including maps and interpretation 
material 

 Understanding emerging trends and themes  

 Benchmarking analysis  

 Agreed trail assessment methodology 

2. Stage 2: Trail Network 
Audit 

 Trails Audit including 

o Trail database and assessment matrix 

o GIS Mapping (trail alignments, features, and key 
infrastructure) 

o Summary of key issues and opportunities 

3. Stage 3: Gap Analysis 
and Opportunities 

 Gap and need analysis for new tracks, complementary tourism 
opportunities and associated track facilities 

 GIS mapping highlighting new track linkages 

 GIS mapping identifying locations for complementary tourism 
opportunities 

 GIS mapping identifying location for potential track facilities 
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3. Strategic Context 
This Review of Bushwalking Tracks and Associated Facilities forms part of a network of Council’s 
planning strategies incorporating Council’s corporate, open space, sport and recreation related 
strategies.  The figure below depicts the relationship between these strategies. 

 

Figure 3 Council’s Planning Strategies Diagram  

 

Specifically in relation to this project, the following background documents have been reviewed: 

State and regional documents: 

 Draft South West District Plan (2016) 
 A Plan for Growing Sydney (2014) 
 Sydney Metropolitan - Regional Recreational Trails Framework (2005), and update (2010) 
 Macarthur Destination Management Plan 2016-2020 
 Macarthur Region Recreational Trail Concept Report (2008) 
 Great Kai’ Mia Way Feasibility Study (2004)1 

Campbelltown City Council documents: 

 Community Strategic Plan 2013-2023 
 Open Space Plan Draft (November 2016) 
 Sport and Recreation Strategy Draft Summary Report 2016 – 2036 and Supporting 

Research Document (June 2016) 
 Environmental Education Plan (2016) 
 Campbelltown Walking Track Network Options Review Report (April 2003) 
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3.1 State and Regional Documents 
Draft South West District Plan (2016)2 

This draft District Plan sets out a vision, priorities and actions for the development of the South West 
District of Greater Sydney which incorporates the areas of Campbelltown, Camden, Fairfield, 
Liverpool and Wollondilly. The following points outlined in the plan are of particular relevance to 
bushwalking tracks in the City of Campbelltown: 

 this district is home to one of the most diverse communities in Australia and is one of the 
fastest growing areas in Greater Sydney.  

 one of the district’s key issues is transport in all its forms 
 a key challenge is to ensure that the provision of jobs, transport and social infrastructure 

keep pace with population growth 
 opportunity lies in the potential to strengthen the area’s identity as “Sydney’s urban parkland” 

and protect and enhance the natural assets, and access and connections to them. 

The following actions are relevant to this Review of Bushwalking Tracks and Associated Facilities: 

Reference Action 
P21 Leverage the South West District’s potential as a visitor destination 
L12 Develop guidelines for safe and healthy built environments 
L13 Conserve and enhance environmental heritage including Aboriginal, European and 

natural 
L14 Develop a South West District sport & recreation participation strategy and a facility 

plan 
S1 Protect the qualities of the Scenic Hills landscape 
S6 Develop a Strategic Conservation Plan for Western Sydney 
S7 Update information on areas of high environmental value 
S8 Use funding priorities to deliver the South West District Green Grid priorities 
S9 Develop support tools and methodologies for local open space planning 

 

A Plan for Growing Sydney (2014)3  

This is the NSW Government’s plan for the future of the Sydney Metropolitan Area over the next 20 
years. The Plan provides key directions and actions to guide Sydney’s productivity, environmental 
management, and liveability – including the delivery of housing, employment, infrastructure and 
open space. 

An identified priority for Campbelltown-Macarthur is to work with Council to improve walking and 
cycling connections.  
 
Sydney Metropolitan Regional Recreational Trails Framework (2005)  

This report identifies general corridors for trails to deliver a strategically linked trails network in 
Sydney which transcends local government boundaries.  

The George’s River Trail/Great Kai’ Mia Way is identified as a “Framework Trail” which links the 
Western Parklands and Eastern Creek Corridor to Coastal Trails. A link is required from 
Campbelltown via Mt Annan to The Great River Walk (Hawkesbury-Nepean River) to provide 
connectivity between framework trails. Both of these trail projects were identified as short-term 
priorities (0-5 years) for the Western Sydney region.  
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Macarthur Destination Management Plan 2016-2020 (2015)  

This report outlines the region’s opportunities for development as a tourism destination, with an 
associated Marketing Action Plan. The following opportunities identified in the plan broadly relate to 
bushwalking and complementary activities: 

 Link Mount Annan to Western Sydney Parklands 
 Boutique Glamping 
 Riverside Activation 
 Bush corridors for leisure tourism 
 Greater Profiling of Bird Watching 
 Strengthening Brand Identity 
 Coordinated Signage Program 

 
Macarthur Region Recreational Trail Concept Report (2008) 

This report provides a concept for an off-road cycleway and pedestrian shared pathway providing 
connectivity throughout the region. The report outlines a concept for a trail linking Macarthur 
Garden, the University of Western Sydney, Mt Annan Botanic Garden, the Nepean River and 
Camden, as well as links with other trails and growth areas. 

Great Kai’ Mia Way Feasibility Study (2004)4 

This report was prepared to assess the feasibility of a pedestrian and cycle route along the Georges 
River. Prepared more than 12 years ago, this study provides valuable insights into the viability of a 
trail along the river. The feasibility study concludes that the concept of the Great Kai’ Mia Way was 
deemed possible and a range of recommended actions were made to progress the trail’s 
development. 

In 2000, Planning NSW commissioned a feasibility study for a pedestrian and cycle route along the 
Georges River. This study also concluded that such a route was possible. 

Recovering Bushland on the Cumberland Plain: Best practice guidelines for the management 
and restoration of bushland (2005)5 

This document provides guidance to land managers for the conservation, management and 
restoration of endangered Cumberland Plain ecological communities on private and public land. 
Trail bikes, off-road vehicles and rubbish dumping are identified among the threats to ecological 
communities, while passive recreation (i.e. walking, nature observation) is considered to be a low-
impact use. Trail development in ecologically sensitive areas should consider the management 
guidance provided through this document.  
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3.2 Campbelltown City Council Documents 
Community Strategic Plan 2013 – 2023 

This is a high level strategic documents providing a framework for the Campbelltown City Council to 
work with over the ten-year period. The community vision statement: a connected community with 
opportunities to grow in a safe and sustainable environment. High quality walking tracks and 
associated facilities will contribute toward the achievement of the community vision statement and 
each of the Community Strategic Plan’s five objectives:  

- a sustainable environment,  
- a strong local community,  
- an accessible City,  
- a safe, healthy and connected community,  
- responsible leadership 

Open Space Plan Draft (November 2016)  

This document assists in developing an integrated and balanced response to the demands of 
existing and future Public Open Space needs, in order to best meet the needs of the community 
now and into the future. 

Action 2.2.11: Review and update the Walking Tracks Concept Plans adopted in March 2004. 
Develop a Walking Trails Plan. Utilise the existing fire trails linking local reserves and public 
recreation areas with the scenic natural areas along the Georges River south from The Basin. 

Sport and Recreation Strategy 2016 – 2036 Draft Summary Report and Supporting Research 
Document (June 2016)  

This document delivers a comprehensive and prioritised plan for the future development and 
management of sport and recreation facilities.  

The strategy identifies the need for a Walk/Cycle Strategy as a medium-term (6-10 years) priority. 
The strategy is aimed at maximising opportunities for walking/cycling and improving connectivity of 
the network (preferably integrated with an Active Transport Strategy). 

Environmental Education Plan (2016) 

The Environmental Education Plan provides a framework to guide the development and delivery of 
future environmental education programs that will empower the community to undertake 
behavioural change, live more sustainably and reduce their impact on the local and broader 
environment. The plan identifies the key areas of concern with regard to the State of Environment 
(SoE) reporting. These key areas of concern are land, biodiversity, waste, water, sustainability, 
community, heritage and air. Providing high-quality bushwalking tracks will support the objectives of 
the Environmental Education Plan, facilitating people to have a healthy relationship with, and 
respect for, the natural environment. 

Campbelltown Walking Track Network Options Review Report (2003) 

This report was prepared as phase 1 of a larger project to design a walking track network along the 
Georges River, in response to Council’s allocation of $25,000 in 2002/03 towards the project. 
Research provided insight into the economic gain expected from such a trail, and case study 
comparisons were made. Through a master planning process, three options for an integrated trails 
network between bushwalking locations were identified.   
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4. Trail Benefits, Trends and Demand 

4.1 Benefits 
Recreational trails offer a diverse range of benefits to our communities and the environment. The 
main benefits promoted by peak recreation bodies and organisations are outlined below. 

 

Figure 4 Benefits of trails 

 Health 
Physical activity on trails can have positive health outcomes with regard to the nine National 
Health Priority Areas (NHPA) as outlined by the Australian Institute of Health & Welfare.6 

 Transportation 
Trails offer practical transportation corridors to move people around a city or township 
through natural areas. This contributes to a region’s “liveability”. 

 Environment 
Conservation benefits of preserving important natural landscapes while allowing humans to 
experience nature with minimal environmental impact. 

 Economy 
Trails are important community amenities that support economic development including 
attracting visitors to the region.  

 Cultural identity 
Trails highlight and provide access to historic and cultural resources.  
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Table 2: Trail benefits in the local context 

Category Example of benefit  Local context 

Health Trails provide free opportunities for 
physical activity in a natural setting 
which contributes to mental and 
physical health outcomes.  

 

The City of Campbelltown has relatively 
high levels of diabetes, mental health 
issues and overweight/obese people 
relative to the average for NSW7.  

Transportation Trails can provide strategic links 
between destinations, particularly when 
integrated with transport networks.  

Local public transport in the City of 
Campbelltown includes train and bus 
services. 13.2% of the City’s population 
rely on public transport as their only 
method of travel8   

Environment  Defined and linking trails reduce the 
likelihood of people deviating into 
bushland or sensitive areas which 
assists with conservation. Trails in 
natural settings also facilitate a 
connection with nature and can inspire 
conservation efforts.  

Decommissioning informal/unauthorised 
trails within reserves of high ecological 
value, such as Simmo’s Beach Reserve, 
can contribute to conservation efforts 
and promote native flora and fauna 
habitats.  

Promoting bushland reserves as places 
for environmental education can 
encourage residents to value the local 
environment and stimulate 
environmental stewardship.  

Economy Local businesses benefit from the 
attraction of trail users to the region as 
visitors are likely to spend money on 
their visit.  

Nature-based tourism presents an 
economic opportunity for the region. 
With marketing and promotion, high 
quality trails with unique recreational 
opportunities will attract visitors, such as 
The Basin in Keith Longhurst Reserve. 

Cultural identity  Trails contribute to sense of belonging 
and community pride for local people, 
with access to nature and historic sites.  

The City’s population is becoming 
increasingly culturally diverse. The 
region’s Indigenous population makes 
up 3.2% of residents which is relatively 
high compared with the Greater Sydney 
(1.2%) and NSW (2.5%)9.  
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4.2 Nature/Adventure-based Activities 
A recent report undertaken by the Adventure Travel Trade Association and The George Washington 
University10 defines ‘adventure travel’ as a trip that: 

 must take an individual outside of his or her regular environment for more than 24 hours 
(and no longer than one consecutive year) 

 includes at least two of the following three aspects: 
o Participation in a physical activity 
o A visit to a natural environment 
o A culturally immersive experience 

The report ranks 191 developed and developing countries (as recognised and classified by the 
United Nations) against 10 categories in terms of their respective adventure tourism potential for the 
year 2016.   

Australia is ranked at number seven of developed countries (worldwide), performing particularly well 
in the following categories: 

 Natural resources (well-managed, not overwhelmingly crowded natural environments) 
 Entrepreneurship (a vibrant free market democracy conducive to cutting edge businesses, 

innovative ideas, young start-ups) 
 Tourism ‘soft’ infrastructure (e.g. accessible information on heritage and culture, trail maps, 

interpreters, eco-lodges) 
 Brand (the extent to which a country is perceived as an adventure destination) 

Within the East Asia and the Pacific region, Australia ranked second for 2016. 

Amongst the 34 activities identified by the report as meeting this definition, many of these activities 
could conceivably be accommodated within the City of Campbelltown’s natural environment, to a 
greater or lesser extent.  

 

Figure 5: Adventure travel activities graphic from the ATDI 2016 report 
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At a regional level, the purpose of the Macarthur Destination Management Plan 2016-2020 was to 
develop a clear understanding of key visitor markets and segments, major preferences for 
experiences, forecasted visitor growth and existing/potential experiential strengths of the region. 

The Plan identified the following potential opportunities for the Macarthur region (that are 
considered to broadly relate to bushwalking and associated complementary activities): 

 Bush corridors for leisure tourism (boardwalks, adventure parks, high ropes courses, zip 
lines) 

 Riverside activation (including walking/cycling/mountain bike trails, boardwalks, canoe/kayak 
access) 

 Greater profiling of bird watching 
 Link Mount Annan to Western Sydney Parklands 
 Boutique glamping 
 Creation of/strengthening brand identity 
 Coordinated signage program 

 

Within this Review, the Strategy & Action Plan (Section 9.3) outlines several location-specific 
potential opportunities suitable for further investigation: 

Strategy B1: Explore the potential for developing and formalising facilities for other 
recreational trail activities 

Strategy B2: Further investigate opportunities to accommodate additional complementary 
activities at Council’s bushland reserves 
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4.3 Return on investment in trails 
High quality trails and associated activities support public health priorities and the development of 
nature/adventure-based tourism, having a positive economic impact. A number of studies have 
strived to quantify the return on investment in trails. Through various quantitative methods, the 
following case studies have identified the potential for high quality trails to bring significant tourism 
and public health benefits. 
 
The Bibbulman Track, Western Australia 
The Bibbulman Track User Survey Report11 (2015) estimated that the average user daily 
expenditure per person per day is $38.71, with overnight walkers spending more than day walkers. 
The average total direct expenditure was estimated at $13.1 million per year.  
 
The Riesling Trail, Clare Valley, South Australia 
A Trails Research Report12 (2004) determined that the Riesling Trail (a 35km rail trail) contributed 
an estimated $1.08 million per year to the local economy, with an average of $216 per person per 
visit to the region. The majority of this economic activity was generated through shopping, 
accommodation and food/drink expenditure.  
 
Murray to Mountains Rail Trail, north eastern Victoria  
A Longitudal Study of the Murray to Mountains Rail Trail13 (2009) found that average direct 
expenditure was $244 per person per day on the trail over the Easter period. The majority of this 
expenditure is on food and beverages at venues such as the café shown in the figure below. These 
research findings demonstrate that cycle tourists are high yield visitors, regularly exceeding 
expenditure in regional areas of other visitors 
 

 
Figure 6: Rail Trail Café along the Murray to Mountains Rail Trail, Porepunkah, north east Victoria 

Bike/Pedestrian Trails, Nebraska, United States 
A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Physical Activity Using Bike/Pedestrian Trails14 (2004) from the United 
States concluded that trail development is an effective investment to reduce health care costs 
associated with inactivity. The study found that every US$1 investment in trails for physical activity 
led to US$2.94 in direct public health benefit.  
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4.4 Demand for Bushwalking Tracks 
National Participation Rates  

The December 2016 release of AusPlay Participation Data outlines that walking (recreational) is the 
most popular sport/physical activity among Australian adults with an estimated 8,397,408 people 
(42.6% of the population) participating at least once between October 2015 and September 2016. 
Athletics (including jogging and running), cycling, bush walking and canoeing/kayaking also featured 
among the 20 most popular sports/physical activities. The table below displays this data with the 
corresponding participation rates. 

Table 3 Adult participation in sport and physical activity in Australia 2015-16 (AusPlay Data) 

Activity Population estimate Participation Rate (%) 

Walking (recreational) 8,397,408 42.6

Athletics (including jogging and running) 3,115,027 15.8

Cycling 2,302,614 11.7

Bush walking 1,058,061 5.4

Canoeing/Kayaking 312,664 1.6

 
Australasian Leisure Management Journal15 has reported that the proportion of Australians who go 
hiking and bushwalking has skyrocketed over the last five years. The research shows that between 
October 2010 and September 2015, the proportion of Australians aged 14 years or over who 
reported going hiking/bushwalking on a regular basis grew from 2.9% to 5.2%, while those who 
participated either regularly or occasionally increased from 15.6% to 27.3% (or more than 5.3 million 
Australians). This study notes that destinations offering scenic wilderness hold greater appeal which 
is in line with a report The Future of Australian Sport16. This report identifies six sporting megatrends 
that may redefine the Australian sport sector over the next 30 years. 

1. A Perfect Fit 
2. From Extreme to Mainstream 
3. More than Sport 
4. Everybody’s Game 
5. New Wealth, New Talent 
6. Tracksuit to Business Suit 

Of particular relevance to bushwalking tracks in the City of Campbelltown are:  

A Perfect Fit refers to the trend of increasing popularity amongst individualised sport and fitness 
activities.  People are increasingly becoming involved in individualised activities as they are 
generally living busier lifestyles and have less time for structured/organised sports. Bushwalking 
and jogging are examples activities that can occur at any time, individually or in groups. 

From Extreme to Mainstream refers to the trend of Adventure, Lifestyle, Extreme and Alternative 
sports increasing in popularity. These sports are often characterised by a strong lifestyle element 
and participants often obtain cultural self-identity and self-expression through participation in these 
sports/activities. For example, long distance/overnight walking tracks provide this opportunity for 
adventure. 

More than Sport refers to the trend of governments (federal, state and local level) and companies 
increasing their utilisation of sport to achieve their policy objectives. Organisations are increasingly 
incorporating sport and recreation into various policies to tackle a range of issues from childhood 
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obesity through to social inclusion. For example, the heart foundation walking program helps 
governments at all levels to achieve numerous policy objectives.  

Everybody’s Game refers to the trend of sports/recreational activities becoming more and more 
geared towards the ageing and more culturally diverse Australian population. This is particularly 
important for the City of Campbelltown with the population becoming increasingly culturally 
diverse17. 

New South Wales Participation Rates 

The top ten physical activities in New South Wales are detailed in the table below. Of particular 
interest to this project are walking for exercise, jogging/running and bushwalking. Walking for 
exercise is the activity with the highest level of participation in the state, with a high participation rate 
of 23.6%. An estimated 1,206,500 people aged 15 years and over participated at least once in 
walking for exercise in the 2011-12 period. Running/jogging is identified as the 4th most popular 
activity among the state’s population with participation rates of 8.1% and 6.1%, respectively. 
Bushwalking is ranked as the 9th most popular activity, with a participation rate of 2.8%.  

Table 4 Persons participating in sport and recreation in New South Wales 2011-1218 (ABS Data) 

    ESTIMATE ('000) PARTICIPATION RATE (%) 

No. Activity 2005–06 2009–10 2011–12 2005–06 2009–10 2011–12 

1 Walking for exercise 1,206.5 1,213.1 1,384.1 22.5 21.2 23.6

2 Fitness/Gym 659.6 754.7 969.7 12.3 13.2 16.6

3 Swimming/Diving 556.4 485.1 506.0 10.4 8.5 8.6

4 Jogging/Running 244.5 388.9 474.9 4.6 6.8 8.1

5 Cycling/BMXing 298.3 305.6 358.2 5.6 5.3 6.1

6 Golf 277.0 241.2 309.3 5.2 4.2 5.3

7 Tennis 309.0 235.1 275.3 5.8 4.1 4.7

8 Soccer 219.8 192.9 206.4 4.1 3.4 3.5

9 Bush walking 195.4 154.3 165.9 3.6 2.7 2.8

10 Football sports N/A N/A 155.6 N/A N/A 2.7
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5. Trail Planning and Design 

5.1 Sustainable Recreation Trails Guidelines  
The publication Sustainable Recreation Trails Guidelines19 provides guidelines for the planning, 
design, construction and maintenance of recreational trails. These guidelines currently represent 
industry best practice in Australia, with information derived from various national and international 
publications. Key information derived from these guidelines is outlined below. 

Sustainable Trails 

It is fundamentally important that recreational trails are socially, economically and environmentally 
sustainable. Recreation activities that diminish natural values (biodiversity and landscape amenity) 
are generally inappropriate and not acceptable to the community or other stakeholders. It is vital, 
therefore, that high quality recreational trail experiences are developed in landscapes that are 
capable of supporting such activities. 

The enhancement of natural areas through the protection of biodiversity and raising environmental 
awareness are key to the development of an environmentally sustainable trail network. This can be 
achieved through appropriate trail design, location selection and ongoing management. 

Trails must also be economically and socially sustainable. There is a growing body of evidence 
which identifies the economic benefits that well-developed trails can bring to a local community 
and/or a region through increased visitation, including tourism. However, the development of 
recreation trails must also take into account the sensitivities and desires of local communities. While 
well designed and managed recreation trails can enhance the well-being of local communities by 
improving access and increasing physical activity, recreation trails development must take into 
consideration the views of local residents and adjoining property owners. 

Accessible Trails 

Intertwined with the objective of sustainability is the need for trails to be accessible. One of the main 
roles of trails is to link communities to a variety of high quality experiences and interesting natural 
and rural landscapes. In addition, trails can improve mobility and connectivity within and between 
urban areas. Trails which are readily accessible and provide links between communities and 
landscapes can enhance lifestyles through the promotion of physical activity, reducing the reliance 
on motorised vehicles and improving health and fitness. 

Accessibility is determined by: 

 proximity to the metropolitan area, population centres or tourist attractions. 
 proximity to transportation facilities such as railway lines or road network providing access to 

the site. 
 existing or proposed linkages to other trails and the wider trails network. 
 proximity to natural attractions such as scenic views, native vegetation, waterfalls, lakes and 

coastline. 
 presence of existing facilities that may support or facilitate use of the trail such as car parks, 

toilets, picnic facilities, camping sites, tourist information centres, cafes and tour operators. 
 the nature of the terrain and landform. 
 access for emergency vehicles. 

Proposals for new trails, or upgrades to existing trails, should clearly demonstrate that they meet at 
least half of the accessibility determinants expressed above. This will assist in the promotion of the 
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trail to prospective user groups and ensure that any associated economic and social benefits are 
shared amongst nearby communities. 
 

Design 

Key guidance includes the following: 
 

 Generally, it is preferable to design a trail system with loops and stacked loops that offer a 
number of options and a variety of experiences, while preventing the need to back track. 

 The planning and design phase should clearly determine whether the trail is intended for 
single or shared-use; shared-use will encourage greater usage; however they need to be 
carefully designed to avoid conflict between users. 

 Identification of ‘control points’ (places of interest) will dictate where the trail should 
commence and finish, the location of parking areas, structures, road and water crossings. 

 The most sustainable trails tend to have a low overall grade (less than 10% change in 
elevation) thereby minimising the potential for water erosion.  They also tend to follow 
existing contour lines. 

 Design should respond to ‘trail flow’; mountain bike riders tend to travel faster than walkers 
and horse riders and require a certain tempo/rhythm.  Types of flow might be described as 
‘open and flowing’, ‘tight and technical’, or a combination of both. 

 Once a preferred route alignment is identified consideration will need to be given to items 
such as trail dimensions (corridor/path width & height clearance), construction timelines, 
logistics of the build and responsibilities for associated infrastructure (such as signage, 
parking, stiles, crossings).  

 Conservation values of the area need to be considered in terms of protecting habitat and 
areas of cultural significance through control and management of access. 

 

Construction 

Key guidance includes the following: 
 

 There may be a need to clear obstacles from the chosen route.  Tree and vegetation 
removal may require prior approval from relevant planning authorities such as local Council 
or from State Government. 

 Trails are usually built on sloping ground therefore some excavation may be required.  When 
tree roots or impenetrable rock make it difficult to establish a full bench a retaining wall can 
be built to support the downslope side. 

 Natural surfaces will be suitable in many circumstances, whilst an artificial trail surface (such 
as bitumen, crushed rock, sand) may be required if anticipated user numbers are high.  
Types of surface are also dependent on the type of user. 

 Running water will erode the trail so diverting surface water off the trail is a high priority, 
achieved through the use of cross slopes, grade or drain dips and waterbars. 

 Water crossings are sites that may have the greatest impact on water quality and also the 
greatest potential to damage the trail. 

 Where possible, low lying and boggy terrain should be avoided, otherwise a raised 
boardwalk or reinforced tread may need to be considered. 

 

Management & Maintenance 

A Trail Management Plan should be prepared that is both flexible and responsive to change whilst 
setting firm guidelines for future directions and priorities.  A Trail Management Plan should include: 
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 philosophical background to trail development 
 statement of guiding principles 
 trail construction standards 
 target user groups and user experiences 
 risk management policy 
 hazard inspection policy 
 promotional and interpretation policy 
 group usage policy and guidelines 
 annual trail maintenance program 
 clarification of management roles and responsibilities 
 promotional mapping and brochures 
 fire management and emergency evacuation procedures 

 
Trail projects will inevitably involve a range of partners and it is crucial to clearly establish roles and 
responsibilities for all those involved.  Ongoing trail maintenance is also essential and a clear and 
concise management plan including a regular maintenance program will assist in managing ongoing 
resource demands.   

Maintenance can generally be divided between regular inspections and simple repairs, potentially 
undertaken by a variety of individuals ranging from land manager’s staff and contractors to 
volunteers under skilled supervision.  Maintenance activities are most likely to address issues of 
regrowth vegetation, damage to signage and accumulation of litter/debris. 
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5.2 Potential Environmental & Heritage Impacts 
A trail network that is well designed, constructed, maintained and managed is not likely to have 
significant adverse impacts on the natural environment and local cultural heritage. Trails can in fact 
have beneficial impacts on these features through facilitating responsible and low-impact 
experiences with natural and cultural heritage features and subsequently promoting conservation 
and preservation efforts from the local community.  

Of particular relevance to Campbelltown City Council bushland reserves is the need to protect 
vegetation listed as Ecologically Endangered Communities (EEC). These include the 
Shale/Sandstone Transition Forests and Coastal Upland Swamps, Cumberland Plain Shale 
Woodlands and Shale-Gravel Transition Forests. 

Impacts of each trail project will vary and should be identified and mitigated during the trail detail 
design stage, as explored above in section 5.1 Sustainable Recreation Trails Guidelines. The table 
below outlines potential impacts from trails and provides examples of possible mitigation measures.  

Table 5: Potential environmental/heritage impacts of recreation trails 

Example potential 
environmental/heritage 
impact20 

Detail Example of possible mitigation 
measure 

Soils 

 

Erosion Destabilisation of soils from 
construction and trail use 

 Use of stabilisation infrastructure 
(e.g. rock armouring) 

 Trail design follows contours where 
possible 

Soil degradation Compaction of soils from 
construction and trail use 

 Trail located on suitable surface 
types (e.g. horse riding most suited 
to sandy terrain) 

Flora and 
fauna 

 

Habitat 
fragmentation 

Reduced connectivity within 
habitats & native vegetation 
corridors 

 Trails designed with narrow widths 

Habitat 
disturbance 

Disturbance of nesting areas 
from human activity 

 Trail location determined in line with 
ecological site values 

 Interpretation signage 

Invasive plants Increased entryways for 
invasive plant introduction 

 Increase management/removal of 
invasive plant species 

Water 
resources 

 

Riparian buffers Disturbance to floodplain 
vegetation 

 Trail location and design to choose 
a path of least impact to vegetation 

Watershed 
imperviousness 

Reduced natural flood 
capacity with impermeable 
trail surfaces  

 Trail design to use a permeable trail 
tread where possible and include 
drainage infrastructure  

Runoff Increased soil runoff 
potentially a source of 
pollution to water resources 

 Trail design to reduce erosion and 
runoff and to include drainage 
infrastructure 

Cultural 
resources 

Indigenous and 
European 
heritage 

Exposure of culturally 
significant features to 
vandalism, littering and other 
unauthorised activities 

 Trail infrastructure restricting access 
to sensitive sites 

 Interpretive signage encouraging 
site preservation 

 Use of crime prevention through 
environmental design (CPTED)  
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5.3 Trail Classifications 
Trail classifications allow land managers to develop trails that are appropriately designed for the 
anticipated trail users and to provide suitable levels of facilities and management. A number of 
attempts have been made to classify different types of trails for different user groups. There is no 
single grading system that is applicable to all types of trail. Trails for walking are classified on a 
difficulty scale from grades one to five, while the mountain biking trail classification ranges from very 
easy to extreme and horse riding trail classification ranges from easy to advanced.   

Australian Walking Track Grading System 

Pre-2010, the grading systems applied to walking trails and the information conveyed to walkers 
varied considerably between states and territories and even between different land managers within 
states. The lack of consistent standards for walking trail grading makes it difficult for the public to 
choose walking trails that are suitable to their skills and level of fitness. Where grades vary, are 
confusing or are poorly understood, it can act as a deterrent to people undertaking walks, 
particularly to less confident and able walkers.  

Australian Standard 2156.1-2001 Walking Tracks - Classification and Signage1 

In 2010 a proposed Australian Walking Track Grading System was developed and this system was 
endorsed by Parks Forum (the former peak body for park management organisations) as a 
voluntary industry standard.  The aim of the Australian Walking Track Grading System is to 
encourage people who are not regular or confident bushwalkers to get out there and give it a go. It 
is specifically designed to reassure entry level walkers, particularly persons with a disability or 
people walking with children, that a particular trail is suitable for their skill level.  Victoria’s 
Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) is currently re-grading its State Forest walking 
trail network to be consistent with the new grading system.  

Under the new system, walking trails are graded on a difficulty scale from grades one to five, as 
follows: 

 Grade One is suitable for persons with a disability with assistance 
 Grade Two is suitable for families with young children 
 Grade Three is recommended for people with some bushwalking experience 
 Grade Four is recommended for experienced bushwalkers 
 Grade Five is recommended for very experienced bushwalkers 

 

Figure 7: Walking track grading system icons 
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The Australian Walking Track Grading System was developed by the Walking Tracks Grading and 
Improvement Project and funded by ‘Go for your life’ – a Victorian Government Initiative.  The first 
walking track to have been re-graded was the Whipstick Loop Walk. Below is an image of the newly 
installed sign which includes the symbol showing the walk's grade as well as information on its 
distance, time to complete, gradient and quality of path.  

  

Figure 8: Whipstick Loop Walk, Victoria 

Refer www.dse.vic.gov.au for more information. 
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5.4 Naming Conventions 
Trail names play an important role in facilitating: 

 visitors to identify and understand the nature of the trail 
 management to promote and maintain the trail 
 emergency services to access the trail and identify specific locations 

Trail names are to be determined by the land manager with respect to the following considerations: 

Table 6: Considerations for naming trails 

Consideration Detail Example 

Consistency Trail naming should be consistently 
approached throughout the region. A trail’s 
name needs to be clearly determined to 
prevent confusion for management and 
users.  

The walking trail to “The Basin” in Keith 
Longhurst Reserve is well recognised 
by a consistent name. This helps users 
recommend the trail and assists with 
safety and maintenance processes. 

Relevancy A trail’s name should reflect the trail’s 
natural and/or cultural features. Interpretive 
signage may be used to reinforce the 
relevance of the trail’s name whilst 
educating users.  

Frere’s Crossing is an historical feature 
in Frere’s Crossing Reserve. 
Interpretative signage would enhance 
the trail experience through educating 
users on the site’s historical context.   

Representative Trail names can be used to represent basic 
information about the trail such as location, 
key features and characteristics. A trail 
name can be misleading if it is not 
appropriately determined. 

Trails which are a loop can convey trail 
information through incorporating the 
“loop” into the name. For example, a 
loop through Frere’s Crossing Reserve 
to the historical site could be named 
“Frere’s Crossing Loop Trail” 

 

The following definitions will assist in determining names of trails which are representative of trail 
features and characteristics and in the promotion of trails: 

Table 7: Trail naming descriptors  

Term Definition 

Circuit/loop trail 

 

A trail which starts and ends at the same location. This can be communicated 
through the trail name and/or a corresponding symbol 

One-way trail 

 

A trail which starts and ends at different locations. This can be communicated 
through a corresponding symbol 

Walk trail A trail which permits the use of people walking / running 

Bridle/horse 
trail 

A trail which permits the use horse riders 

Mountain bike 
trail 

A trail which permits the use of mountain bike riders 

Universal 
access trail 

A trail which is accessible for persons with a disability with assistance. (i.e. Grade One 
in the Australian Walking Track Grading System) 

Shared-use 
trail 

A trail which permits the use of two user groups (e.g. bikes and walking) 

Multi-use trail A trail which permits the use of three or more user groups (e.g. bikes, walking and horse 
riding) 
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5.5 Signage 
Signage Guidelines/Standards 

Key elements for consideration when developing signage for recreational trails are outlined in the 
table below.  

Table 8: Trail signage considerations 

Signage consideration Detail 

Adherence to recognised standards Trail construction, signage and trail markers, and trail 
classification will comply with recognised Australian 
standards, thereby ensuring a high quality and safe 
experience for all trail users.  

Consistency and uniformity of signage Signage is recognised as an essential element of a quality 
trail, and all signage erected at trailheads, along nearby 
and adjoining roads conform to accepted standards, and 
will maintain a consistent theme along the entire trail. 

Quality information As well as brochures and mapping, quality on-trail 
information needs to provided. Quality information needs 
to be distributed widely through a range of methods.  

Location of signage Signs should be designed and placed with consideration 
of approach speed, impact on the scenic amenity and 
ability to be seen without obstruction of trees etc.  

Visually attractive and simple Signs need to be visually attractive, easy to comprehend 
and suitable to the natural surroundings.  

Signage material Signs need to be built to be resistant to factors such as 
vandalism and extreme weather events. 

 

There are a range of different classifications for recreational trail signage. These can be classified 
by the following: 

1. Trailhead 
2. Waymarking 
3. Directional 
4. Interpretive 
5. Management/warning 
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1. Trailhead signage 

A trailhead sign is the primary sign at the location where a user can access a trail. A trailhead is an 
important point of reference and is usually the appropriate location for associated trail infrastructure 
such as amenities, car parking and picnic facilities. Trailhead signage should provide the following 
information: 

 Trail name 
 Permitted user type/s  
 Trail classification (in line with the Australian Walking Track Grading System) 
 Trail length, type (loop or one-way) and estimated completion time 
 Safety and management information, including environmental sensitivities, code of conduct, 

opening/closing times, land manager contact details & emergency information 
 Facilities associated with the trail (toilets and amenities, picnic facilities, drinking water etc.)  
 Navigation map and information. Where the trailhead is at the beginning of a trail network it 

is necessary to have information regarding all associated trails  

Maps on trailhead signage need to be displayed at an appropriate scale to show where trails 
intersect with a clear legend, north arrow pointing upwards and labels of significant 
landmarks/features. In this day and age, many trail users take digital photographs of the trailhead 
sign to refer to whilst using the trail. Examples of best practice trailhead signage are shown in the 
figures below. 

 

Figure 9: Trailhead for Perth Hills Heritage Trails, Western Australia
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Figure 10: Trailhead signage requirements 
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As outlined in the figure above, it is important that all trailhead signs are professionally displayed, 
simple to comprehend and include all of the following information. 

 Trail network name 
 Information about the area 
 Navigation mapping 

o Trail alignment 
o Key trail features & support infrastructure 
o North arrow (facing upwards) 
o Scale bar 
o Legend 

 Trail classification system (e.g. Australian Walking Track Classification System) 
 Individual trail information 

o Trail name 
o Trail distance and estimated time 
o Trail system type (e.g. loop, return, one way) 
o Permitted trail user/s (e.g. mountain bikers, walkers, horse riders) 
o Trail difficulty classification to relevant system 

 Safety/management information 
o Advice 
o Permitted trail use 
o Trail user conduct 
o Emergency contact details and procedures 

 Website and/or QR code providing further details 
 

In addition, trailhead signs can be used to enhance the trail experience through providing specific 
historical, cultural, geological and/or environmental features that can be found along a trail as well 
as to promote other recreational trails in the region.  
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2. Waymarking signage 

 

Figure 11: Waymarking sign in the Ikara-
Flinders Ranges National Park, South 
Australia 

Waymarking signs provide trail users with reassurance 
that they are following the correct alignment The amount 
of waymarking necessary is dependent on the type of trail 
and the target user group; difficult trails designed for 
experienced users often require less waymarking signage 
although these users tend to rely more on detailed 
signage at the trailhead. Waymarking signs are required 
at the beginning of a trail and at regular intervals along the 
route as well as at trail intersections. Where one section 
of alignment is used for multiple trails, all trails should be 
waymarked on the same signpost with corresponding 
colours or symbols, as shown in the following figure.  

3. Directional signage 

 

Figure 12: Directional signage on the 
Brisbane Valley Rail Trail, Queensland 

Directional signage is for directing users to or from the 
trailhead and other features, such as a nearby town, road 
or car park facility. These signs are particularly relevant at 
intersections where users are required to choose between 
a number of routes. It is usually appropriate to indicate the 
distance to/from the identified feature/s. Directional 
signage from a trail to a town can have positive economic 
impacts as users are more likely to impulsively visit the 
town if they are aware of its close proximity.   
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4. Interpretive signage  

Figure 13: Interpretive signage, Perth Hills, Western 
Australia 

Interpretive signage conveys educational 
material about the natural and/or cultural 
heritage features along a trail. This signage is 
designed to attract more users to the trail, 
engage trail users and provide for a well-
rounded trail experience. Interpretive 
information can be provided at a trailhead and 
at points of interest along a trail. 

5. Management/warning signage 

 

Figure 14: Management/warning sign on the Great 
Blue Mountain Trail, New South Wales 

Management/warning signage is used to advise 
trail users of dangers, risks or management 
policies such as trail user conduct, the 
temporary closure of a trail, bushfire threats or 
change of land management. The sign should 
clearly inform users of the risk and advise a 
precautionary action. These signs play an 
important role for both users and land 
managers in the risk and safety management of 
a recreational trail.  
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5.6 Marketing & Promotion 
Trail Marketing and Promotion Guidelines/Standards21 

Promotional material is often the primary point of contact with trail users and it should provide 
potential users with motivation to use the trail, confidence to find the trailhead/correct route and 
encouragement to appreciate the features of the trail. Key elements for consideration when 
developing marketing and promotional material for recreational trails are outlined below.  

Targeted trail user market 

It is important to target the correct audience (e.g. locals and/or visitors, experienced trail 
users/novice trail users) by ensuring that materials are appealing to the target market and by 
distributing information accordingly. 

Trail brochure design 

Formal trails should be featured in a professionally developed trail brochure with an associated map 
and trail information. These should be produced at either A4 or A3, printed both sides, and folded to 
DL (standard envelope) size. They should be produced in at least two colours and professionally 
printed. Per item printing costs reduce dramatically as print runs grow larger but trails do change 
and brochures need to be updated, so it is important not to print too many. A printable and smart 
phone compatible version should also be uploaded to the appropriate website. 

Trail brochure information 

A trail brochure should generally have most, if not all, of the following features:  

 Clear, concise map/s with distances, trail features, scale bar, north arrow, legend and 
contours 

 trail notes, describing key points along the way, relating theses to distances and directions  
 background information about the trail, and the history of the area  
 trail code of practice  
 interpretive information about culture, history, geography and environmental values 
 information about management and maintenance, including phone numbers for reporting 

any trail related matters  
 emergency contact details  
 clear indication of routes to and from the trail head and parking areas  
 Clear, concise map/s with distances, trail features, scale bar, north arrow, legend and 

contours 
 
Trail marketing and promotion methods 

Trails can be marketed and promoted through a range of methods including the following: 

 Printed material at Visitor Information Centres, community centres and retail shops 
 Websites featuring promotional trail brochures and, where appropriate, videos 
 Traditional media such as featured newspaper/magazine articles (this can be encouraged 

through the provision of media releases relating to trail updates/events) 
 Social media such as Facebook, Instagram 
 User-generated sites such as blogs, Mapmyrun.com 
 Local community involvement in trails, stimulating word-of-mouth marketing 

An example of a best practise trail brochure and associated marketing and promotion is the Riesling 
Trail in the Clare Valley, South Australia (see http://rieslingtrail.com.au/).   
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5.7 Trail Planning Principles 
The following trail planning principles have been developed to inform the recommendations of this 
Review: 

 Ensure socially, economically and environmentally sustainable trail development and 
management 

 Provide trails which are readily accessible and provide links between communities and 
landscapes 

 Provide a diverse range of trail opportunities relevant to the needs and demands of the 
community 

 Maximise use of existing trails where they are appropriately located and have the capacity to 
sustain additional use 

 Manage trails professionally, effectively and equitably 
 Provide safe trails through adherence to relevant legislative and activity safety requirements 
 Encourage community involvement in the planning and design of trails 
 Trails that have identified Aboriginal heritage values should involve local Indigenous People 

in their planning, design and interpretation 
 Support, promote and advocate for trail users in relation to relevant issues within the region 
 Partnerships with the private sector, the community, local businesses, tourism providers and 

other tiers of government to provide trails and associated facilities will be pursued where 
possible 
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6. Existing Trail Audit 
An audit of recognised/authorised bushwalking tracks involved walking each track with a handheld 
Global Positioning System (GPS) device to collect spatial information. The audit information 
collected allows for review and assessment of the existing trails with consideration of key issues. 
The data collected during the audit relates to the identification of the following trail characteristics

 Trail type 
 Trail location 
 Trail length 
 Classification 
 GIS/GPS information 
 General condition 
 Trail infrastructure (including 

photograph and attributes) 

Bushwalking trails in the following six Council 
reserves were audited in detail: 

 Keith Longhurst Reserve, Georges 
River Road, Kentlyn 

 Frere’s Crossing Reserve, Frere’s 
Road, Kentlyn 

 Ingleburn Reserve, Picnic Grove, 
Ingleburn 

 Simmo’s Beach Reserve, Fifth 
Avenue, Macquarie Fields 

 The Woolwash, Woolwash Place, 
Airds 

 Noorumba Reserve, Appin Road, 
Gilead 

 

Figure 15: GPS trail auditing device 

 

Although not formally audited during the these processes, there exists a network of informal/ 
unauthorised tracks and trails on land adjacent to each of these reserves, and often linked in with 
the existing trail networks within the reserves. 

Where resources allowed, these alignments were investigated further and partially mapped to 
provide context to the existing trails network and enable the identification of potential future 
opportunities where the existing trails network on Council managed reserves might be extended to 
diversify the range of recreational trail options (subject to future detailed investigations). 

In addition to the above identified Council reserves, there exist other Council reserves that offer 
networks of informal tracks and trails suitable for walking (and cycling).  The following Council 
reserves were visited to inform the potential of establishing key linkages to develop a wider strategic 
network of connected of trails utilising Council reserves: 

 Smiths Creek Reserve/Flynn Resrve, Leumeah / Ruse / Bradbury 
 Fisher’s Ghost Park, Bradbury 
 Kanbyugal Reserve, Woodbine 

The table on the following page provides a snapshot of existing formally recognised trail provision 
on Council reserves within the City of Campbelltown. 
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Table 9 Existing trail provision overview 

Reserve/Park Bushwalking Trail Length (m)  

Keith Longhurst 
Reserve 

The Basin Walking Trail 1,054

Old Ford Road Walking Trail 1,391

(Plus network of existing firebreaks and informal tracks within the reserve) 

Frere’s Crossing 
Reserve 

Frere’s Reserve Walking Trail 1,002

(Plus network of existing firebreaks and informal tracks within the reserve) 

Ingleburn Reserve Ingleburn Reserve Walking Trail 154

(Plus network of existing firebreaks and informal tracks within the reserve) 

Simmo’s Beach Reserve Simmo’s Beach Walking Trail 1,968

(Plus network of existing firebreaks and informal tracks within the reserve) 

The Woolwash Network of existing firebreaks and informal tracks within the reserve 

Noorumba Reserve Network of existing firebreaks and informal tracks within the reserve 

Total length of formal bushwalking trails on council land 5,569

 

As noted in the table above, there are extensive networks of firebreaks and informal trails within and 
adjacent to each Council reserve. The audit process has captured both formal and informal 
alignments and further details are available in audit data files and on the following series of maps. 
There is a total of 5,569 meters of formally recognised bushwalking trails within the six identified 
Council reserves. 

In addition to the bushwalking trails provided by the City of Campbelltown, the following State 
government managed parks provide bushwalking opportunities within the local government 
boundary: 

 Australian Botanic Gardens 
The southern and western extents of the Australian Botanic Gardens are located within the 
Campbelltown City Council area and the park is managed by the Botanic Gardens Trust on 
behalf of the State government. The Gardens host a network of walking, cycle and mountain 
bike tracks of varying difficulty which are accessible to the public. 
 

 Dharawal National Park 
The northern extent of Dharawal National Park lies within the Campbelltown City Council 
boundary and promotes three relatively short bushwalking tracks and a 15 kilometre cycling 
route22.  
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6.1 Simmo’s Beach Reserve 
Table 10: Simmo's Beach audit summary 

Description 

This reserve is known for Simmo’s Beach, a unique feature providing a sandy bank and access to the 
Georges River. The beach is easily accessible from the carpark and access is provided through disabled 
carparking spaces. A concrete path leads to the quarry and wetlands from Simmo’s Beach. This reserve 
hosts a range of reserve infrastructure and the gated entrance is actively managed. A range of Endangered 
Ecological Communities exist within this reserve. 

Location Tenure 

Fifth Avenue, Macquarie Fields Council owned and managed land 

Accessibility 

Located 14.6km (22-minute drive) from Campbelltown City Centre, this reserve is within 700m of public 
transport routes. 

Formal marketing and promotion 

 City of Campbelltown Parks and Recreation Website 
 Georges River Bushwalking Guide 
 Campbelltown Experience Guide 

Formal bushwalking trails within reserve 

Trail Length (m) Classification 

Simmo’s Beach Walking Trail 1,968 Grade 2 

Informal tracks within reserve 

12,005 metres of informal tracks audited 

Reserve infrastructure and facilities 

 Picnic areas 
 Public amenities 
 Carpark (including all access car park) 
 Children’s playground facility 

 Seating 
 Signage 
 Stairs 

Distinct reserve features  

Environment  Protected vegetation: Shale/Sandstone Transition Forest, Hinterland Sandstone 
Gully Forest, Sandstone Riparian Scrub, Coastal Sandstone Ridgetop Woodland, 
Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland 

History 

 
 The reserve was officially opened in 1986 and was named after Bob “Simmo” 

Simmonds, a past resident who mined sand adjacent to the Georges River 
 The sandstone quarry is now a feature of the reserve 
 In the 1970s sand-mining was stopped and the areas was designated as a passive 

recreation reserve for the growing population of Campbelltown.  

Figure 16: Simmo’s Beach 
   

Figure 17: Trail along river 
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Figure 18: Simmo's Beach audit map 
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6.2 Ingleburn Reserve 
Table 11: Ingleburn Reserve audit summary 

Description 

This reserve is known for the Ingleburn Weir which is a scenic location providing access to the along the 
Georges River. A range of Endangered Ecological Communities exist within Ingleburn Reserve. Reserve 
infrastructure has recently been upgraded infrastructure and the entrance is actively managed.  

Location Tenure 

Ingleburn Reserve, Picnic Grove, Ingleburn Council owned and managed land 

Accessibility 

Located 12.2km (18-minute drive) from Campbelltown City Centre, this reserve is within 250m of public 
transport routes. 

Formal marketing and promotion 

 City of Campbelltown Parks and Recreation Website 
 Georges River Bushwalking Guide 
 Campbelltown Experience Guide 

Formal bushwalking trails within reserve 

Trail Length (m) Classification 

Ingleburn Reserve Walking Trail 154 Grade 3 

Informal tracks within reserve 

7,356 metres of informal tracks audited 

Reserve infrastructure and facilities 

 Picnic areas 
 Public amenities (all access) 
 Children’s playground facility 

 Carpark 
 Signage 
 Stairs 

Distinct reserve features 

Environment 

 Protected vegetation: Cumberland Plain Woodland in the Sydney Basin Bioregion, 
Shale/Sandstone Transition Forest, 

History 

 The historic Ingleburn Weir was constructed in the late 1930s to provide a swimming area for the 
local community. The weir has a high heritage significance due to its sandstone structure and form. 
Works were conducted in 2009 to enhance fish passage in the river system and maintain the 
heritage value of the weir. 

 
Figure 19: Ingleburn Weir 

  
Figure 20: Vegetation at Ingleburn Reserve 
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Figure 21: Ingleburn Reserve audit map 
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6.3 Keith Longhurst Reserve 
Table 12: Keith Longhurst Reserve audit summary 

Description 

Known locally as “The Basin”, this reserve provides a scenic example of a typical Georges River landscape, 
and offers striking views. The reserve’s main sites are “the basin” and the “old ford” which both provide 
access to the river. 

Location Size (m2) Tenure 

Georges River Road, Kentlyn 872,793  Primarily Crown Land 

Small section of Council owned land 

Accessibility 

Located approximately 10km (15-minute drive) from Campbelltown City Centre, this reserve is directly 
accessible via public transport.  

Formal marketing and promotion 

 City of Campbelltown Parks and Recreation Website 
 Georges River Bushwalking Guide 
 Campbelltown Experience Guide 

Formal bushwalking trails within reserve 

Trail Length (m) Classification 

The Basin Walking Trail 1,054 Grade 3 

Old Ford Road Walking Trail 1,391 Grade 3 

Informal tracks within reserve 

1,310 metres of informal tracks audited 

Reserve infrastructure and facilities 

 Informal carpark 
 Signage 

 Stairs 

Distinct reserve features 

Environment  Protected vegetation: Small pocket of Coastal Upland Swamp in the Sydney Basin 
Bioregion 

History  Ancient sites once inhabited by the local Dharawal people, including the renowned 
“Bull Cave” 23. 

 Old Ford Road, one of the historical main roads leading across the river 
 In 2007 the reserve was renamed Keith Longhurst Reserve (formerly known as The 

Basin) in honour of the late Campbelltown Council ranger, who was a descendent of 
Kentlyn's 'first family' and did much to protect the Aboriginal history and natural 
heritage of the area24 

 
Figure 22: The Basin  

Figure 23: Old Ford Road 
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Figure 24: Keith Longhurst Reserve audit map  
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6.4 Frere’s Crossing Reserve 
Table 13: Frere's Crossing audit summary 

Description 

This reserve is known for its historical value and the natural beauty. Providing access to the Georges River 
from the northern access point, the southern access point is not formalised and is a designated fire track 
leading to a stunning viewpoint over the Georges River and the reserve’s vegetation.  

Location Tenure 

Frere’s Road, Kentlyn Crown land and unknown land tenure 

Accessibility 

Located 9.4km (15-minute drive) from Campbelltown City Centre, this reserve is within 500m of public 
transport routes.   

Formal marketing and promotion 

 City of Campbelltown Parks and Recreation Website 
 Georges River Bushwalking Guide 
 Campbelltown Experience Guide 

Formal bushwalking trails within reserve 

Trail Length (m) Classification 

Frere’s Reserve Walking Trail 1,002 Grade 3 

Informal tracks within reserve 

2,748 metres of informal tracks audited 

Reserve infrastructure and facilities 

 Entry signage  Stairs 

Distinct reserve features 

History 

 The reserve is named after Georges Pierre Frere who migrated from France with his parents as a 
nine-year-old boy in 187525. Georges owned a boat that he hooked to a tree by the river's edge. 
The boat was used to cross the river when the river was high, before the bridge was built at Frere's 
Crossing. The crossing formed part of the 1917 highway connecting Campbelltown and 
Newcastle26. 

Environment 

 Native flora including gymea lilies, fuchsia heath and grevilleas, scribbly gums and grey gums 

 
Figure 25: Frere’s Crossing 

 
Figure 26: Views from southern potential 
lookout 
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Figure 27: Frere’s Crossing Reserve audit map 
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6.5 The Woolwash 
Table 14: The Woolwash audit summary 

Description 

This reserve provides access to the junction of the Georges River and O’Hares Creek and views of 
sandstone rock formations overlooking the site. 

Location Tenure 

Woolwash Place, Airds Crown land and unknown land tenure 

Accessibility 

Located 4.7km (10-minute drive) from Campbelltown City Centre, this reserve is within 500m of public 
transport routes.   

Formal marketing and promotion 

 City of Campbelltown Parks and Recreation Website 

Formal bushwalking trails within reserve 

N/A 

Informal tracks within reserve 

873 metres of informal tracks audited 

Reserve infrastructure and facilities 

 Entry signage 

Distinct reserve features 

Environment  Protected vegetation: Shade/Sandstone Transition Forest 

History  The Woolwash Reserve is one of Campbelltown's older bushland parks, and was 
used as a source of water, mainly for cattle. By the 1930's, it was a popular 
swimming and picnic area. It has often been claimed The Woolwash got its name 
because it was where the local wool clip was scoured to lighten it on its overland 
journey to the Sydney market. This is widely accepted, but has aroused some 
suspicion27. 

 A number of caves can be found in this reserve and may be sites of Aboriginal 
cultural heritage significance. 

 

 
Figure 28: Sandstone rock formations 

 
Figure 29: Views of river/creek junction 
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Figure 30: The Woolwash audit map 
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6.6 Noorumba Reserve 
Table 15: Noorumba Reserve audit table 

Description 

This reserve is currently subject to an upgrade of infrastructure and formalising as a biobanking site. With 
cultural and environmental value, this site features a wetland and offers bushwalking and birdwatching 
experiences.  

Location Tenure 

Appin Rd, Gilead (New entry via Gabun Gajaaja 
Reserve on Lysander Ave).  

Council owned land 

Accessibility 

Located approximately 6.8km (11-minute drive) from Campbelltown City Centre, this reserve is within 1km 
of public transport routes.  

Formal marketing and promotion 

 City of Campbelltown Parks and Recreation Website 

Formal bushwalking trails within reserve 

N/A 

Informal tracks within reserve 

7,749 metres of informal tracks audited 

Reserve infrastructure and facilities 

 Signage (existing and planned) 
 Carpark (planned) 
 Boardwalk (planned) 

 Picnic facilities (planned) 
 Children’s playground facility (planned) 
 Public amenities (planned) 

Distinct reserve features 

Environment  Protected vegetation: Cumberland Plain Woodland in the Sydney Basin Bioregion 

History  The reserve is an incredibly important Aboriginal site. Many artefacts unearthed 
here tell of ancient foraging and hunting in the area. The neighbouring Gajun 
Gajaaja Reserve (meaning ‘very good children’) gives more information about the 
local Aboriginal heritage28. 

 

 
Figure 31: Noorumba Reserve Wetland 

 
Figure 32: Vegetation and informal trail 
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Figure 33: Noorumba Reserve audit map 
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7. Trail Marketing & Promotion 
Georges River Bushwalking Guide 

This guidebook showcases a simple map and details of bushwalking locations within Campbelltown 
City Council including the trails accessible from the northern end of Dharawal National Park.  

An example of the information included in the George’s River Bushwalking Guide is displayed 
below.  

 

Figure 34: Georges River Bushwalking Guide 
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Campbelltown Experience Guide (2016) 

This Guide showcases Campbelltown’s Top Experiences, with the primary feature being 
Bushwalking in Campbelltown’s Natural Areas. The Campbelltown Nature Discovery Trail is 
marketed, promoting Dharawal National Park, Keith Longhurst Reserve and The Australian Botanic 
Garden Mount Annan as the premier locations.  

An overview of the Key Experiences of the Georges River is included with information about Frere’s 
Crossing, Ingleburn Reserve, Keith Longhurst Reserve and Simmo’s Beach Reserve.  
 
Other Top Experiences in the Campbelltown Experience Guide include adventure activities such as 
hot air ballooning, laser skirmish, paint balling, go karting, mountain biking, moto cross and horse 
riding.  
 

The George’s River Bushwalking Guide and the Campbelltown Experience Guide are both available 
to download online through the Macarthur website, or as printed booklets at the Campbelltown 
Visitor Information Centre.  

Macarthur website (http://www.macarthur.com.au/the-georges-river)  

This website provides details of bushwalking opportunities in the area with information relating to 
the location (embedded google map), distance and grade (easy, medium, hard) of bushwalking 
tracks as well as activities available (bushwalking, mountain biking). This website is referenced on 
other tourism websites including the official tourism site for Destination NSW (www.visitnsw.com).  

The Macarthur website presents information on the following locations: 

 Frere’s Crossing 
 Ingleburn Reserve 
 Keith Longhurst Reserve 
 Simmo's Beach Reserve 

City of Campbelltown– Parks & Recreation website 

Council’s Website provides details of all parks and reserves within the Campbelltown City Council 
boundary area, this includes brief information relating to bushwalking opportunities and an 
embedded google map to help users locate the reserve. The following twenty-one reserves are 
promoted as bushwalking locations: 

Bordered by scenic hills, nature reserves and waterways, Campbelltown’s natural bushland 
surrounds offer a scenic escape just moments from the city centre, and are the perfect haven for 
nature lovers. Follow meandering trails through the serene beauty of the Australian bush to reveal 
scenic lookouts, secluded waterholes and stunning landscapes, where daily life seems to fade 
away. 
 
Discover spectacular flowing streams, dramatic natural rock escarpments, as well as native flora 
and fauna, including our very own local koala colony. With breathtaking views and stunning 
horizons, the untamed splendour of the area will leave you in awe. 
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 Frere’s Crossing 
 Ingleburn Reserve 
 Keith Longhurst Reserve 
 Noorumba Reserve 
 Simmo’s Beach 
 Smiths Creek Reserve 
 The Woolwash 
 Abercrombie Reserve 
 Canally Reserve 
 Colong Reserve 
 Creigan Reserve 

 Cronulla Reserve 
 Dharawal National Park 
 Dorchester Reserve 
 Fifth Avenue Reserve 
 George’s River Parkway Reserve 
 Hagan Reserve 
 Hasting Reserve 
 Kanbyugal Reserve 
 Pembroke Park 
 Warrung Road Reserve 

 

An example of Council’s Parks and Recreation website information is displayed below.  

 

Figure 35: City of Campbelltown Parks and Recreation website  
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Media and social media 

Campbelltown’s trails and natural landscapes are frequently promoted through media and social 
media. For example, in 2016 Simmo’s Beach Reserve featured as number seven out of ten in The 
Daily Telegraph’s article The Best Bushwalks in and Around Sydney29 and in 2013 the 
Campbelltown Macarthur Advertiser published an article entitled Paddlers spot platypus in Georges 
River at Kentlyn30. Through social media sites such as YouTube, Facebook and Instagram, visitors 
to the area share their experiences, promoting the location to others. Examples of social media 
promotion of bushwalking trails are provided below.  

 

Figure 36: Facebook check-in at The Basin  

Blogging sites provide another avenue for promotion of bushwalking trails. For example, trail users 
log their use of trails via sites such as mapmywalk.com31 and report on the region’s beauty through 
blog articles such as Free Hidden Gems Around Campbelltown32.  Bushcare groups, such as 
Bushcare Noorumba33, also use blogging sites to update their progress, provide a forum for 
discussion and encourage community involvement.   
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8. Trail Provision Analysis 
The following table provides an overview of the respective strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and areas of concern relating to the provision of trails across the City of Campbelltown. 

Table 16 Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Areas of Concern 

Strengths Opportunities 

Varied and diverse landscape setting Trails offer low cost easily accessible recreation 
opportunities 

Distinctive landscape features (e.g. bushland 
reserves, Georges River Nature Reserve) 

Increasing participation in individualised sport 
and fitness activities (walking, running, mountain 
biking, horse riding); high participation rates of 
bushwalking/hiking 

Proximity to State capital & transport links Links to tourism businesses 

Coordinated planning approach to the provision 
of open space, outdoor recreation and tourism 

Showcasing of the region’s landscape and 
cultural heritage (where appropriate) 

Mountain bike presence (botanic gardens, 
Boronia Reserve & surrounds) 

Links to adjoining areas (e.g. Western Sydney 
Parklands, Dharawal National Park) 

Proximity to National Parks Enhanced connectivity between open spaces 
across the city and links to the wider region 

River-based recreation Cross administration boundary cooperation  

Large population base; easy access to reserves 
from residential areas 

Development of strategic trail links (e.g. 
escarpment trail) and improved connectivity 
between existing trail networks 

 Health benefits - improving the community’s 
physical and psychological wellbeing 

 Develop and encourage environmental, land care 
and friends of groups 

 More diverse range of themed trail experiences 
(e.g. heritage, environmental, bird watching) 

 Improved interpretive signage 

 Trails offer low cost easily accessible recreation 
opportunities 

 Showcasing of the region’s landscape and 
cultural heritage (where appropriate) 

Weaknesses Areas of Concern 

Fragmented trails network  Ongoing sustainability of existing and proposed 
trails 

No Universal Access trails (Grade 1) Inconsistent provision of key trail attributes on 
signage 

Limited loop trail systems within existing trail 
network 

Limited/dispersed availability of trail related 
information (online or printed brochures/booklets) 

Limited trail support infrastructure (e.g. car 
parking, trail signage, toilets) 

Limited availability of trail information at Visitor 
Information Centres 

Varied range of signage styles and condition 
(often relating to the age of the sign) 

Limited promotion and marketing of trails 

Limited signage and mapping Potential impacts upon environmental and 
cultural heritage values 

No single source providing comprehensive 
information on trails within the region 

 

Varied and unknown land tenure  
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9. Vision, Strategy & Action Plan 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Trail Network Vision  
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9.1 Trail Network Vision 
A diagrammatic trail network vision (refer previous page) articulates a future sustainable, accessible 
and integrated trails network for the City of Campbelltown, informed by the issues and opportunities 
that emerged during the background research and on-ground assessment processes undertaken, 
together with discussions with the project team (A3 copy of this map included at Section 11). 

9.2 Strategic Outcomes 
In order to deliver the Trail Network Vision the following Strategic Outcomes have been developed: 

Strategic Outcome A: Key Council Reserves (bushwalking focus) 
Initial focus on upgrading the existing trails network at Key Council Reserves to offer a variety of 
sustainable and accessible bushwalking trail experiences and deliver health, environmental, 
cultural, economic and liveability benefits for the community and visitors to the region 

Strategic Outcome B: Complementary Opportunities: Nature/Adventure-based Activities 
Capitalise on the opportunities presented by a well-designed trails network, supported by 
complementary activities, to attract increased visitation to the region and encourage tourism and 
economic development 

Strategic Outcome C: Strategic Regional Link & Loop Trail Network                                                        
Consider the City of Campbelltown’s existing trail network in the context of the Macarthur and 
Western Sydney region’s current and planned trail network and pursue trail development projects 
that complement and support the overall vision for the region 

Strategic Outcome D: Promotion, Marketing & Participation 
Encourage local community and visitor participation in recreational trail activities through effective 
promotion and marketing of the region’s trails 

Strategic Outcome E: Development, Management & Maintenance 
Underpinning a sustainable, integrated and accessible trails network is a strategic and coordinated 
approach to trail development, management and maintenance  

9.3 Strategy & Action Plan 
A series of aligned Strategies and specific Actions detail the recommended approach to address 
each of the identified Strategic Outcomes and fulfil the Trail Network Vision. 

Each identified action is assigned a priority of High, Medium or Low; together with a suggested 
timeframe and the estimated resources required to fulfil the action. 

Trail Project Prioritisation 

In order to effectively focus available funding (private, local, state, federal) to deliver a network of 
trails a phasing and prioritisation strategy is required. 
Potential trail projects have been identified and broadly prioritised based on: 

 Need/Demand: field observation, professional judgement and input from Council staff 
 Feasibility: project size, corresponding broad resource estimates and those projects 

offering best opportunities for implementation 
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The following evaluation criteria were also broadly utilised to refine the prioritisation process: 

 Proximity to existing trails networks  
 Gaps in the current trail network 
 Connectivity between key destinations 
 Proximity to significant visitor/tourist attractions 
 Relative ease of project implementation (resources required, environmental issues, land 

tenure, complexity) 
 Overall benefit to the region and community (social, environmental, economic) 

 

The Strategy & Action Plan recommends that the next steps for each of the identified projects 
include some level of community consultation.  Levels of interest in a project shown from the 
community should inform the prioritisation process.  A potential project that generates a high level of 
public interest and is considered to be relatively easy to implement at reasonable cost should be 
prioritised above a project requiring substantial funding, and the address of multiple significant 
constraints, whilst generating limited public interest.

Timeframes 

The timeframe identified for completion of 
each action is an indicative timeframe only, 
and should be reviewed periodically.  Key 
projects requiring initial feasibility studies, 
design development and requiring cross 
agency collaboration will likely take multiple 
years before the project is delivered on the 
ground.  Some identified projects are reliant 
on the successful completion of other trail 
projects, securing of land or other major 
infrastructure projects.  It needs to be 
recognised that it is not feasible to deliver all 
the identified projects at the same time. 

Table 17: Timeframes 

Term Year Range 

Ongoing 2017 onwards 

Short 2017 – 2019 

Medium 2019 – 2021 

Longer 2021 onwards 

 

 

Estimated Resources 

An estimate of the resources required to 
implement each action has been identified to 
inform Council with its budget processes. 
These are broad indicative estimates and 
should be reviewed prior to implementation or 
as part of annual business and budget 
planning.  Costings are identified in broad 
value ranges 
 

Table 18: Estimated Resources 

 

Partners 

There are various complexities surrounding trail planning and development, including multiple land 
tenure, cross government boundary/regional projects involving multiple government departments, 
and the diverse, and sometimes conflicting, aspirations of community stakeholders (e.g. 
environmental groups, trail user groups).  Recognising this, Council will need to identify and work 
with a variety of partners, noting that some of the identified actions may not be deliverable without 
the support of these partners.  

Level Resource Range 

Lowest (LW) 0 - $5,000 

Low (L) $5,000 - $10,000 

Low - Medium (L/M) $10,000 - $20,000 

Medium (M) $20,000 - $50,000 

Medium-High (M/H) $50,000 - $100,000 

High (H) $100,000 - $200,000 

Very High (VH) $200,000 - $500,000 

Major Project (MP) $500,000 + 
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Directions for Key Council reserves (Strategic Outcome A) 

Key Council reserves for this review have been identified as: 

 Simmo’s Beach Reserve 
 Ingleburn Reserve 
 Keith Longhurst Reserve 
 Frere’s Crossing Reserve 
 The Woolwash 
 Noorumba Reserve 

Each of the key reserves have been profiled below, with written and visual details of the 
recommended strategic approach to enhance the trail experiences available. Current and future 
potential opportunities for each reserve have been identified, as well as other access paths. These 
can be defined by the following: 

 Current opportunities: Trails which are located on Council managed land with an existing 
defined route. These trails present opportunities for formalisation (e.g. trail name, clearly 
defined route), improved trail infrastructure (e.g. signage, lookouts) and eventual 
promotion/marketing.  

 Future potential opportunities: Trail concepts which are not located on Council managed 
land and/or require formalisation defined route. These trails will require further planning and 
design processes to implement as authorised trails which can be promoted and marketed. 

 Other access: Paths, roads or tracks for which the primary function is not recreational use. 
Where these routes do not provide another necessary function (e.g. fire break, vehicular 
access, local reserve access) the track may require decommissioning. 
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Strategic Outcome A: Key Council Reserves (bushwalking focus) 

Table 19: Strategy A1 Simmo's Beach Reserve 

Simmo’s Beach Reserve 

Strategy A1:  Upgrade and enhance the existing trail network at Simmo’s Beach Reserve, including new 
support infrastructure 

Refer Section 11 for an A3 copy of the above map. 
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Simmo’s Beach Reserve 

Key Features/Attractions Key Current Issues 

Simmo’s Beach  

Natural environment – high environmental values 

Georges River / river access 

Quarry 

Cultural heritage – Indigenous 

Existing amenities (playground, shelter, toilets) 

Limited signage / poor wayfinding 

Unauthorised trail bike use 

Localised rubbish dumping (north west areas) 

Amenities for the disabled / less mobile are limited 
(missed opportunity) 

Extensive network of informal/unauthorised trails 

Limited passive surveillance 

Overview & Rationale:   

There is one formally recognised and promoted walk trail within the reserve (Simmo’s Beach Walking Trail), 
alongside an extensive network of firebreaks and informal/unauthorised trails.  There is a relatively high 
level of support infrastructure across the reserve (e.g. car parks, toilets, shelters/seating, play equipment) 
however there is no mapping or wayfinding signage, and limited interpretation material.  Whilst members of 
the local community may be able to navigate their way around the reserve, and are aware of all the key 
features and attractions of the reserve, a visitor to the area would likely not venture too far from the main 
car park areas, the beach or the quarry.  There is also relatively limited information available in relation to 
this reserve either online or at the Visitor Information Centre.  The current Georges River Bushwalking 
Guide does promote the walk trail, however, without wayfinding signage on the ground it might be difficult to 
identify the precise alignment for visitors to the area. There are also other trail experiences available at this 
reserve, but not currently promoted. 

There currently exists the potential to establish 4 distinct loop trails, offering a variety of experiences, 
utilising the existing network of trails and firebreaks within the reserve (on Council managed land).  
Additional support infrastructure is proposed, including trailhead maps, wayfinding and warning signage, 
and additional interpretation signage (refer map).  It is suggested that additional signage is installed to warn 
vehicle traffic using the access roads/car park areas of the presence of pedestrian either crossing a 
roadway, or utilising short sections of a roadway. 

Future potential opportunities relate to the development of a riverside boardwalk, and the conversion of the 
existing trails around the quarry (concrete trail tread) into a Grade 1 Universal Access trail, suitable for 
wheelchair access.  Both projects will require further detailed investigations to confirm viability and 
stakeholder support. 

In terms of more strategic trail opportunities, there is the potential to develop a Georges River Canoe/Kayak 
Trail and on-land Multi-Use Trail (these are considered separately, refer Strategic Outcome C Strategic 
Loop and Link Trails). 

The current program of informal/unauthorised track closures should continue to restrict access, minimise 
disturbance and isolate/protect pockets of native vegetation wherever feasible. 

Trails – Current Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Classification Distance Focus/theme 

Reserve Loop Trail Walk Grade 3 3.3km All reserve features 

Quarry Trail Walk Grade 2 1km Quarry 

Natural environment 

Quarry Trail Extension Walk Grade 2 1.2km Quarry 

Natural environment 

East Reserve Trail Walk Grade 3 2.4km Natural environment 
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Simmo’s Beach Reserve 

Trails – Future Potential Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Anticipated 

Classification 

Anticipated 

Distance 

Focus/theme 

Riverside Boardwalk Walk Grade 1 1.6km River access / Simmo’s 
Beach 

Georges River Trail – 
Canoe/Kayak 

Canoe/ 
Kayak 

Grade 1-3 50km River 

Natural environment 

Georges River Multi-Use 
Trail  

Walk 

Cycle/Mtb 

Grade 3-4 

Easy - 

More Difficult 

35-40km River 

Natural environment 

Universal Access Trail 

(Quarry Trail Extension) 

Walk 

Wheelchair 

Grade 1 1.2km Quarry 

Natural environment 

Actions Priority / 

Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

A1.1 Undertake consultation with key stakeholders (e.g local community, 
Indigenous community, friends of groups, environmental care groups, trail 
user groups) to confirm approach and, if appropriate, assign names to each 
of the trails, discuss interpretation material etc

High /  

2017 

LW 

A1.2 Prepare content and finalise graphic design of all signage High /  

2017 

L/M 

A1.3 Manufacture & install reserve map (1no.), warning signage (8no.), 
trailhead signs (4no.), interpretation signage (4no.) & waymarkers (39no.) 

High /  

2017/18 

M 

A1.4 Formalise road crossing points along access road (for the Reserve 
Loop Trail and East Reserve Trail) by localised clearing of roadside 
vegetation and repositioning of rocks/rails where necessary

High /  

2017/18 

L 

A1.5 Reconfigure disabled car parking at lower Simmo’s Beach car park to 
accommodate vehicle and canoe trailer access to the beach 

High /  

2017/18 

LW 

A1.6 Continue program of informal / unauthorised / unsustainable track 
closures through re-vegetation and brushing (laying of cut branches / 
vegetation across trails to deter/block use) 

High /  

Ongoing 

L/M 

A1.7 Continue program of rubbish removal across the Reserve High /  

Ongoing 

- 

A1.8 Assess the feasibility of modifying the Quarry Trail and Quarry Trail 
Extension trail alignments into Grade 1 walk trails, suitable for wheelchair 
access, including assessment of potential impacts upon environmental and 
cultural heritage values and detail design processes 

Medium / 

2018 

M/H 

A1.9 Investigate the feasibility of delivering a boardwalk (Grade 1) adjacent 
to the river, including assessment of potential impacts upon environmental 
and cultural heritage values and detail design processes 

Medium - 
Low / 

2018/19 

VH 

A1.10 Undertake phased replacement of amenity blocks on the Reserve, 
including consideration of decommissioning one block at the Quarry  

Low / 

2020/21 

H - VH 

Refer to Strategic Outcome C Strategic Link & Loop Trail Concepts for actions relating to the Georges River 
Canoe/Kayak Trail and Multi-Use Trail (future potential opportunities) 
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Table 20: Strategy A2 Ingleburn Reserve 

Ingleburn Reserve 

Strategy A2:  Upgrade and enhance the existing trail network at Ingleburn Reserve, including new support 
infrastructure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Refer Section 11 for an A3 copy of the above map. 
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Ingleburn Reserve 

Key Features/Attractions Key Current Issues 

Natural environment – high environmental values 

      Cumberland Plain Woodland 

      Shale/sandstone transition forest 

Georges River / river access 

Ingleburn Weir 

Cultural heritage – Indigenous / European 

Existing amenities (playground, shelters, BBQ, 
toilet) 

Limited signage / poor wayfinding 

Localised rubbish dumping (south end) 

Unauthorised vehicle access (south end) 

Limited passive surveillance 

Overview & Rationale:   

There is one formally recognised and promoted walk trail within the reserve (Ingleburn Reserve Walking 
Trail), alongside an extensive network of firebreaks and informal/unauthorised trails.  There is a relatively 
high level of support infrastructure across the reserve (e.g. car park, toilet, shelters/seating, play equipment) 
however there is no mapping or wayfinding signage, and limited interpretation material.  Whilst members of 
the local community may be able to navigate their way around the reserve, and are aware of all the key 
features and attractions of the reserve, a visitor to the area would likely not venture too far from the main 
car park area, and amenity grass area.  There is also relatively limited information available in relation to 
this reserve either online or at the Visitor Information Centre.  The current Georges River Bushwalking 
Guide does promote the walk trail, however, there are other trail experiences available at this reserve, but 
not currently promoted. 

There currently exists the potential to establish 3 distinct loop trails, offering a variety of experiences, 
utilising the existing network of trails and firebreaks within the reserve (on Council managed land).  
Additional support infrastructure is proposed, including trailhead maps, wayfinding and warning signage, 
and additional interpretation signage (refer map).  It is suggested that additional signage is installed to warn 
vehicle traffic using the access roads/car park areas of the presence of pedestrians either crossing a 
roadway, or utilising sections of a roadway/car park.  

Future potential opportunities relate to the extension of loop trails to the north and south of the reserve.  
Land tenure at these locations has not been established and these proposals will need to be considered in 
further detail to confirm viability and stakeholder support. 

In terms of more strategic trail opportunities, there is the potential to develop a Georges River Canoe/Kayak 
Trail and on-land Multi-Use Trail (these are considered separately, refer Strategic Outcome C Strategic 
Loop and Link Trails). 

This reserve may offer the potential for additional nature/adventure-based activities (these are considered 
separately, refer Strategic Outcome B Complementary Opportunities: Nature/Adventure-based Activities). 

Trails – Current Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Classification Distance Focus/theme 

Reserve Loop Trail Walk Grade 3 2.2km All reserve features 

North Loop Trail Walk Grade 3 1.4km Natural environment 

Ingleburn Weir 

Georges River 

South Loop Trail Walk Grade 3 1.3km Natural environment 

Georges River 

Trails – Future Potential Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Anticipated 

Classification 

Anticipated 

Distance 

Focus/theme 
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Ingleburn Reserve 

North Loop Extension 
Trail 

Walk Grade 3 1.1km As North Loop Trail 

South Loop Extension 
Trail 

Walk Grade 3 1.4km As South Loop Trail 

Georges River Trail – 
Canoe/Kayak 

Canoe/ 
Kayak 

Grade 1-3 50km River 

Natural environment 

Georges River Multi-Use 
Trail  

Walk 

Cycle/Mtb 

Grade 3-4 

Easy (green) - 

More Difficult 

(blue) 

35-40km River 

Natural environment 

Actions Priority / 

Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

A2.1 Undertake consultation with key stakeholders (e.g local community, 
Indigenous community, friends of groups, environmental care groups, trail 
user groups) to confirm approach and, if appropriate, assign names to each 
of the trails, discuss interpretation material etc

High /  

2017 

LW 

A2.2 Prepare content and finalise graphic design of all signage High /  

2017 

L/M 

A2.3 Manufacture & install reserve map (1no.), warning signage (4no.), 
trailhead signs (1no.), interpretation signage (3no.) & waymarkers (22no.) 

High /  

2017/18 

M 

A2.4 Reinstate overflow car park to the south of the access road (with 
localised repairs to existing surface as necessary) 

High /  

2017/18 

L 

A2.5 Formalise road crossing point access road (for the Reserve Loop Trail 
and North Loop Trail) by localised clearing of roadside vegetation and 
repositioning of rocks/rails where necessary 

High /  

2017/18 

L 

A2.6 Continue program of informal / unauthorised / unsustainable track 
closures through re-vegetation and brushing (laying of cut branches / 
vegetation across trails to deter/block use) 

High / 
Ongoing 

L/M 

A2.7 Continue program of rubbish removal across the Reserve High / 
Ongoing 

- 

A2.8 Assess the feasibility of extending loop trails to the north and south of 
the Reserve, including the address of land tenure issues, assessment of 
potential impacts upon environmental and cultural heritage values, and 
detail design processes 

Low / 

2021+ 

VH 

Refer to Strategic Outcome B Complementary Opportunities: Nature/Adventure-based Tourism for actions 
relating to other potential opportunities for complementary activities 

Refer to Strategic Outcome C Strategic Link & Loop Trail Concepts for actions relating to the Georges River 
Canoe/Kayak Trail and Multi-Use Trail (future potential opportunities) 
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Table 21: Strategy A3 Keith Longhurst Reserve 

Keith Longhurst Reserve 

Strategy A3:  Upgrade and enhance the existing trail network at Keith Longhurst Reserve, including new 
support infrastructure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Refer Section 11 for an A3 copy of the above map. 
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Keith Longhurst Reserve 

Key Features/Attractions Key Current Issues 

Natural environment  

Georges River / river access 

The Basin 

Old Ford Road 

Cultural heritage – Indigenous / European 

Limited signage / poor wayfinding 

Existing trail infrastructure vandalised – graffiti  

Old Ford Road – significant gullying & interpretation 
signage requires replacement 

Limited passive surveillance 

Lack of existing amenities/facilities  

Inefficient car park layout 

Overview & Rationale:   

There are two formally recognised and promoted walk/cycle trails within the reserve (The Basin Walking 
Trail and Old Ford Road Trail), alongside a network of firebreaks.  There exists some support infrastructure 
at the reserve, including car parking, wayfinding posts and interpretation signage, however most of this 
infrastructure requires updating/replacing. 

Enhanced mapping, wayfinding and interpretation signage is required to enable anyone who is not familiar 
with the reserve to navigate around the reserve, and highlight the key features and attractions of the 
reserve. 

The current Georges River Bushwalking Guide promotes the two trails, although promoting Old Ford Road 
as a cycle trail should be reviewed as the return journey (uphill) would be a challenge for the average 
recreational cyclists, and the experience probably wouldn’t appeal to many mountain bikers. 

There currently exists the potential to improve signage on the ground for the two existing trails (including 
refreshing waymarking and interpretation signage), plus establishing a third trail (with an environmental 
focus) that utilises an existing informal trail alignment, heading north-west, and terminating at a rocky 
outcrop/lookout.   

The car park should be reconfigured to optimise use of space and provide additional facilities to serve all 
users of the reserve, with an adjoining space offering toilets, shelters/picnic tables and BBQs. 

In terms of future potential opportunities, developing a relatively short loop trail on flatter terrain would 
provide an alternative to the out-and-back experiences of the other trails and provide a less challenging trail 
experience that avoids relatively steep ascents/descents.  This proposal would require the development of 
new sections of trail, including vegetation clearance, and will need to be considered in further detail to 
confirm viability and stakeholder support. 

In terms of more strategic trail opportunities, there is the potential to develop a Georges River Canoe/Kayak 
Trail and on-land Multi-Use Trail (these are considered separately, refer Strategic Outcome C Strategic 
Loop and Link Trails). 

This reserve may offer the potential for additional nature/adventure-based activities (these are considered 
separately, refer Strategic Outcome B Complementary Opportunities: Nature/Adventure-based Activities). 

Trails – Current Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Classification Distance Focus/theme 

The Basin Walking Trail Walk Grade 3 2.2km Natural environment 

The Basin 

Georges River 

Old Ford Road Trail Walk 

Cycle/Mtb 

Grade 3 

Easy (green) - 

More Difficult 

2.8km Natural environment 

Georges River 

Cultural heritage - European 
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Keith Longhurst Reserve 

(blue) 

Northern Lookout Trail Walk Grade 2 1.8km Natural environment 

Georges River 

Trails – Future Potential Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Anticipated 

Classification 

Anticipated 

Distance 

Focus/theme 

1.5km Loop Trail Walk Grade 2 1.5km Recreational walker 

No steep ascents / descents 

Natural environment 

Georges River Trail – 
Canoe/Kayak 

Canoe/ 
Kayak 

Grade 1-3 50km River 

Natural environment 

Georges River Multi-Use 
Trail  

Walk 

Cycle/Mtb 

Grade 3-4 

Easy (green) - 

More Difficult 

(blue) 

35-40km River 

Natural environment 

Actions Priority / 

Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

A3.1 Undertake consultation with key stakeholders (e.g local community, 
Indigenous community, friends of groups, environmental care groups, trail 
user groups) to confirm approach and, if appropriate, assign names to each 
of the trails, discuss interpretation material etc

High /  

2017-19 

LW 

A3.2 Prepare content and finalise graphic design of all signage Medium /  

2019-21 

L/M 

A3.3 Manufacture & install warning signage (2no.), trailhead signs (1no.), 
interpretation signage (6no.), new waymarkers (26no.) & directional arrows 
on existing posts (17no) 

Medium /  

2019-21 

M 

A3.4 Install shelters with picnic table/bench seating (2no.), bench seating 
(2no.), BBQs (2no.) 

Medium /  

2019-21 

M/H 

A3.5 Reconfigure car parking at entrance / new trailhead to formalise the 
layout and optimise use of space 

Medium /  

2019-21 

VH 

A3.6 Investigate the feasibility of developing a 1.5km loop trail broadly 
following contour lines to link up existing firebreaks, giving consideration to 
potential impacts upon environmental and cultural heritage values and 
detail design processes 

Low /  

2021+ 

H 

A3.7 Review/re-write existing interpretation material associated with Old 
Ford Road, and replace existing damaged signage (allowance for 4no. new 
signs) 

Medium /  

2019-21 

M 

A3.8 Localised ‘trail tread’ upgrades on Old Ford Rd  High /   
2017  

M 

Refer to Strategic Outcome B Complementary Opportunities: Nature/Adventure-based Tourism for actions 
relating to other potential opportunities for complementary activities 

Refer to Strategic Outcome C Strategic Link & Loop Trail Concepts for actions relating to the Georges River 
Canoe/Kayak Trail and Multi-Use Trail (future potential opportunities) 
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Table 22: Strategy A4 Frere's Crossing Reserve 

Frere’s Crossing Reserve 

Strategy A4:  Upgrade and enhance the existing trail network at Frere’s Crossing Reserve, including new 
support infrastructure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Refer Section 11 for an A3 copy of the above map. 
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Frere’s Crossing Reserve 

Key Features/Attractions Key Current Issues 

Natural environment  

Georges River / river access 

Frere’s Crossing 

Cultural heritage – European 

Viewpoint (accessed from Riverview Road) 

Lack of existing amenities/facilities  

Lack of appropriate access point  

Limited signage / poor wayfinding 

Unauthorised trail bike use 

Limited passive surveillance 

Sections of existing informal trail in poor condition 

Overview & Rationale: 

There is one formally recognised and promoted walk trail within the reserve (Frere’s Crossing Walking 
Trail), alongside a network of firebreaks and informal/unauthorised trails.  There is limited support 
infrastructure within the reserve, although there is a basic map and interpretation sign at the current 
entrance to the reserve.  There is also a former car park that is no longer accessible due to a locked 
management gate.  Car parking is limited to parking on the road, and access into the reserve is currently 
restricted with no formal pedestrian access provided to the side of the locked management gate.  There is 
no mapping or wayfinding signage, and limited interpretation material.  There is also relatively limited 
information available in relation to this reserve either online or at the Visitor Information Centre.  The current 
Georges River Bushwalking Guide does promote the walk trail, however, there are other trail experiences 
available at this reserve, but not currently promoted. 

Accessed separately via Riverview Road there is another trail, utilising a firebreak, and terminating at an 
impressive lookout point, however this is currently not promoted anywhere, and is relatively isolated from 
other trails in the reserve.  Car parking at the end of Riverview Road is also limited. 

There currently exists the potential to develop a loop trail, expanding on the currently promoted trail, and 
promote the Riverview Road trail, both utilising the existing network of trails and firebreaks (on Council 
managed land).  There is a short section of existing informal trail that lies beyond the reserve boundary and 
provides the link back to the trailhead; either permission will need to be sought from the relevant land 
manager to utilise this section of trail or an alternative alignment found that remains on Council managed 
land. 

Additional support infrastructure is proposed, including trailhead maps, wayfinding and warning signage, 
and additional interpretation signage (refer map).  It is also proposed that the management gate on Freres 
Road be actively managed (opened during daylight hours) and the former car park on Old Coach Road 
reinstated (forming a new trailhead for the reserve). 

Future potential opportunities relate to the extension of the loop trail to the north of the reserve, utilising 
existing informal trail alignments.  A longer-term proposal would involve linking the Freres Crossing Walking 
Trail with the Riverview Road trail, via a new section of trail that would ideally broadly follow existing 
contours.  Land tenure at these locations has not been established and these proposals will need to be 
considered in further detail to confirm viability and stakeholder support. 

In terms of more strategic trail opportunities, there is the potential to develop a Georges River Canoe/Kayak 
Trail and on-land Multi-Use Trail (these are considered separately, refer Strategic Outcome C Strategic 
Loop and Link Trails). 

This reserve may offer the potential for additional nature/adventure-based activities (these are considered 
separately, refer Strategic Outcome B Complementary Opportunities: Nature/Adventure-based Activities). 

Trails – Current Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Classification Distance Focus/theme 

Frere’s Crossing Loop 
Trail 

Walk Grade 3 1.3km Natural environment 

Georges River 

Cultural heritage - European 
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Frere’s Crossing Reserve 

Riverview Trail Walk 

 

Grade 3 

 

1.4km Natural environment 

Georges River 

Viewpoint 

Trails – Future Potential Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Anticipated 

Classification 

Anticipated 

Distance 

Focus/theme 

Reserve Loop Trail Walk Grade 3 2.2km  All Reserve features 

North Loop Trail Walk Grade 2 0.9km Short walk on relatively flat 
terrain 

Natural environment 

Frere’s Crossing – 
Riverview Link Trail 

Walk Grade 3 5.0km Strategic link to viewpoint 

Natural environment 

Georges River Trail – 
Canoe/Kayak 

Canoe/ 
Kayak 

Grade 1-3 50km River 

Natural environment 

Georges River Multi-Use 
Trail  

Walk 

Cycle/Mtb 

Grade 3-4 

Easy (green) - 

More Difficult 

(blue) 

35-40km River 

Natural environment 

Actions Priority / 

Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

A4.1 Undertake consultation with key stakeholders (e.g local community, 
Indigenous community, friends of groups, environmental care groups, trail 
user groups) to confirm approach and, if appropriate, assign names to each 
of the trails, discuss interpretation material etc

Medium / 
2019-21 

LW 

A4.2 Prepare content and finalise graphic design of all signage Medium / 
2019-21 

L/M 

A4.3 Manufacture & install warning signage (3no.), trailhead signs (2no.), 
interpretation signage (4no.) & waymarkers (14no.) 

Medium / 
2019-21 

M 

A4.4 Install shelters with picnic table/bench seating (2no.), bench seating 
(2no.), BBQs (2no.) 

Medium / 
2019-21 

M 

A4.5 Reinstate Old Coach Rd car park (with localised repairs to existing 
surface as necessary) 

Medium / 
2019-21 

L/M 

A4.6 Actively manage Reserve entry gate (and lock gate to immediate 
south of car park to restrict access down to the river) 

Medium / 
2019-21 

- 

A4.7 Localised ‘trail tread’ upgrades and new steps on Reserve Loop Trail Medium / 
2019-21 

L/M 

A4.8 Address land tenure issues with a view to establishing additional trail 
options utilising existing informal trails to the north and east of the car park 

Longer 

2021+ 

L 

A4.9 Assess the feasibility of linking Frere’s Crossing with Riverview Trail 
via an off-road trail, including addressing land tenure issues, assessment of 
potential impacts upon environmental and cultural heritage values and 
detail design processes 

Longer 

2021+ 

M - VH 
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Frere’s Crossing Reserve 

A4.10 Address land tenure issues relating to a short section (approximately 
100m) of the Frere’s Crossing Loop Trail (to the immediate east of the car 
park).  Seek agreement with land owner/manager to formalise this section 
of trail or develop an alternative route utilising land entirely within the 
Reserve 

Medium / 
2019-21 

L 

Refer to Strategic Outcome C Strategic Link & Loop Trail Concepts for actions relating to the Georges River 
Canoe/Kayak Trail and Multi-Use Trail (future potential opportunities) 
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Table 23: Strategy A5 The Woolwash 

The Woolwash 

Strategy A5:  Upgrade and enhance the existing trail network at The Woolwash, including new support 
infrastructure 

 

Refer Section 11 for an A3 copy of the above map. 
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The Woolwash 

Key Features/Attractions Key Current Issues 

Natural environment  

Georges River / river access 

The Woolwash 

Sandstone rock formations 

Cultural heritage – European 

 

Lack of existing amenities/facilities including no 
formal car park 

Lack of appropriate access point  

Limited signage / poor wayfinding 

Limited passive surveillance 

Overview & Rationale: 

There exists a trail linking Woolwash Road to the Woolwash via a firebreak, although this trail is not 
promoted widely in current brochures (it is mentioned on the Council website).  This location does not 
benefit from much in the way of existing support infrastructure, with a former car park now inaccessible due 
to a locked management gate at the end of Woolwash Road.  Car parking is restricted to on-road parking 
directly in front of residential properties.  There is no mapping, wayfinding or interpretation signage.   

There currently exists the potential to deliver a linear out-and-back trail, formalising the current alignment 
with additional mapping, wayfinding and interpretation signage.  In order to promote this location more 
widely for bushwalking it is considered that enhanced car parking arrangements and a new trailhead be 
developed, and actively managing the existing access gate.  There is a former car park located some 
distance into the reserve, however, due to relatively dense surrounding vegetation and limited passive 
surveillance it is considered more desirable to develop a new, small car park within the existing open space 
at the end of Woolwash Road.  This area might incorporate shelters, picnic tables and BBQ facilities. 

Future potential opportunities relate to the development of a short loop trail utilising existing informal trails 
on adjacent land, subject to further detailed investigations to confirm viability and stakeholder support. 

In terms of more strategic trail opportunities, there is the potential to develop a Georges River Canoe/Kayak 
Trail and on-land Multi-Use Trail (these are considered separately, refer Strategic Outcome C Strategic 
Loop and Link Trails). 

Trails – Current Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Classification Distance Focus/theme 

The Woolwash Trail Walk Grade 3 3.6km Natural environment 

Georges River 

Cultural heritage - European 

Trails – Future Potential Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Anticipated 

Classification 

Anticipated 

Distance 

Focus/theme 

Short Loop Trail Walk Grade 2 1.4km Short walk on relatively flat 
terrain 

Natural environment  

Georges River Trail – 
Canoe/Kayak 

Canoe/ 
Kayak 

Grade 1-3 50km River 

Natural environment 

Georges River Multi-Use 
Trail  

Walk 

Cycle/Mtb 

Grade 3-4 

Easy (green) - 

More Difficult 

(blue) 

35-40km River 

Natural environment 
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The Woolwash 

Actions Priority / 

Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

A5.1 Undertake consultation with key stakeholders (e.g. local community, 
Indigenous community, friends of groups, environmental care groups, trail 
user groups) to confirm approach and, if appropriate, assign names to each 
of the trails, discuss interpretation material etc

Longer / 

2021+ 

L 

A5.2 Prepare content and finalise graphic design of all signage Longer / 

2021+ 

L – L/M 

A5.3 Manufacture & install warning signage (1no.), trailhead signs (1no.), 
interpretation signage (2no.) & waymarkers (6no.) 

Longer / 

2021+ 

L/M 

A5.4 Construct new small car park and perimeter fencing/barrier, together 
with shelter (picnic table and bench seating) and BBQ at trailhead 

Longer / 

2021+ 

H 

A5.5 Install shelter with picnic table and bench seating at lookout point Longer / 

2021+ 

M 

A5.6 Undertake program of environmental rehabilitation along river frontage 
and at site of former car park 

Longer / 

2021+ 

L/M 

A5.7 Consider actively managing gated access to new car park Longer / 

2021+ 

- 

A5.8 Assess the feasibility of establishing a short loop trail commencing 
from the new trailhead, including the address of land tenure issues, 
assessment of potential impacts upon environmental and cultural heritage 
values, and detail design processes 

Longer / 

2021+ 

L/M 

A5.9 Continue program of rubbish removal across the Reserve High / 
Ongoing 

- 

Refer to Strategic Outcome C Strategic Link & Loop Trail Concepts for actions relating to the Georges River 
Canoe/Kayak Trail and Multi-Use Trail (future potential opportunities) 
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Table 24: Strategy A6 Noorumba Reserve 

Noorumba Reserve 

Strategy A6:  Upgrade and enhance the existing trail network at Noorumba Reserve, including new support 
infrastructure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Refer Section 11 for an A3 copy of the above map. 
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Noorumba Reserve 

Key Features/Attractions Key Current Issues 

Natural environment – high environmental values 

Wetlands 

Cultural heritage – Indigenous 

 

 

 

Lack of existing amenities/facilities  

Limited signage / poor wayfinding 

Network of informal trails through areas of high 
environmental value 

Limited passive surveillance 

Unauthorised trail bike use 

Localised rubbish dumping 

Overview & Rationale: 

There exists a network of firebreaks and informal trails across the reserve although these are not promoted 
widely in current brochures (the reserve is mentioned on the Council website).  This location does not 
benefit from much in the way of existing support infrastructure, although a current Master Plan project 
details enhancement proposals for the reserve.  It is understood that the focus for this reserve will be 
environmental conservation with proposals to restrict access to certain parts of the reserve and promote the 
use of only select firebreaks and informal trails for recreational use.   

There currently exists the potential to establish 2 distinct loop trails, offering a variety of experiences, 
utilising the existing network of trails and firebreaks within the reserve (on Council managed land), running 
from a new trailhead/car park to be established off Glendower Street.  Additional support infrastructure is 
proposed, including trailhead maps, wayfinding and warning signage, and additional interpretation signage 
(refer map).   

The current program of informal/unauthorised track closures should continue to restrict access, minimise 
disturbance and isolate/protect pockets of native vegetation wherever feasible. 

Trails – Current Opportunities 

Trail Identifier User Type Classification Distance Focus/theme 

Long Loop Trail Walk Grade 2 2.7km  All Reserve features 

Short Loop Trail Walk Grade 2 2.0km Natural environment 

Wetland habitat 

Actions Priority / 

Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

A6.1 Continue to consult with the local community as part of the current 
master plan program for the Reserve. 

High /  

2016-17 

- 

A6.2 Integrate trail concept proposals into current program of works, and 
consider incorporation of additional trail infrastructure, such as waymarkers, 
as identified on the plan 

High /  

2016-17 

L – L/M 

A6.3 Continue program of informal / unauthorised / unsustainable track 
closures through re-vegetation and brushing (laying of cut branches / 
vegetation across trails to deter/block use) 

High / 
Ongoing 

L/M 
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Strategic Outcome B: Complementary Opportunities: Nature/ 
Adventure-based Activities 

Table 25: Strategy B1 Other Recreational Trail Activities 

Other Recreational Trail Activities 

Strategy B1:  Explore the potential for developing and formalising facilities for other recreational 
trail activities 

Rationale:  Beyond bushwalking trails, there are a range of other potential recreational trail activities that 
may be suitable to promote within the City of Campbelltown, subject to further detailed investigations.   

Such activities currently being undertaken within the City of Campbelltown include: 

 Mountain biking (Mount Annan Botanic Gardens, Boronia Reserve & surrounds, along sections of 
the Georges River, Smiths Creek Reserve) 

 Canoeing/kayaking (Georges River, Nepean River) 
 Horse riding (Scenic Hills region) 
 On-road cycling (road network across the City) 

However, it is important to ensure that all types of recreational activities are occurring at appropriate and 
sustainable locations (and levels of activity) and are not, for instance, compromising environmental and/or 
cultural heritage values, or leading to local community/trail user conflict issues.   

Diversifying the range of available options for recreational trail users will benefit the local community, assist 
in identifying appropriate locations to conduct such activities, and attract additional visitors to the region. 

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

B1.1 Mountain biking – work with local mountain bikers, the community and 
other key stakeholders to identify issues and opportunities for the area with 
the intention of establishing a sustainable network of mountain bike trails in 
the area, and suitable to promote to visitors to the region 

Medium /  

2019- 

M 

B1.2 Canoe/kayak – refer Strategy C1 Strategic Regional Trails, Action 
C1.5 

- - 

B1.3 Horse riding – work with local horse riders, the community and other 
key stakeholders to identify appropriate areas for horse riding in the region 
with the intention of establishing a sustainable network of bridle trails in the 
area, and suitable to promote to visitors to the region 

Medium /  

2019- 

L/M 

B1.4 On-road cycling - work with on-road cycling groups, the community 
and other key stakeholders to identify appropriate areas for the promotion of 
on-road cycling in the region with the intention of establishing a safe 
network of on-road cycle loops across the area, and suitable to promote to 
visitors to the region 

Medium /  

2019- 

L/M 
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Table 26: Strategy B2 Complementary Activities at Council Reserves 

Complementary Activities at Council Reserves 

Strategy B2:  Further investigate opportunities to accommodate additional complementary activities 
at Council’s bushland reserves 

Rationale:  In line with the recommendations of the Macarthur Destination Management Plan each key 
Council reserve was broadly considered in terms of its future potential to accommodate additional activities 
that might be considered complementary to existing recreation activities undertaken and existing 
environmental and cultural heritage values of each reserve. 

All the identified concepts below would require further detailed investigations, including community and 
indigenous consultation and, in most cases, the engagement of relevant experts, respective activity peak 
bodies and/or potential collaboration with commercial operators. 

Simmo’s Beach Reserve – given existing known high environmental and cultural heritage values 
additional activities would be limited those activities that could be undertaken on existing trails/firebreaks, 
such as trail orienteering and geocaching 

Ingleburn Reserve - given existing known high environmental and cultural heritage values additional 
activities would likely be limited those activities that could be undertaken on existing trails/firebreaks and 
within existing developed parts of the reserve (e.g. amenity open space, existing and overspill car parking) 
and vegetation clearings.  Potential activities such as small-scale camping (including RVs), trail orienteering 
and geocaching might be considered further. 

Keith Longhurst Reserve – there are relatively fewer known environmental and cultural heritage values 
associated with this Reserve.  This reserve is already a well-known destination (The Basin, Old Ford Road) 
and this Action Plan recommends elsewhere the upgrade of all support structure at this reserve. As such, it 
is considered appropriate to further investigate the potential for new infrastructure facilitating such activities 
as nature play playground, camping, high ropes course, zip line, rock climbing and orienteering 

Frere’s Crossing Reserve – relatively limited availability of Council managed land, coupled with a steep 
topography and limited existing infrastructure at this location would likely preclude the promotion of any 
significant levels of complimentary activities at this reserve, at least in the short to medium term 

The Woolwash - relatively limited availability of Council managed land, coupled with a steep topography 
and limited existing infrastructure at this location would likely preclude the promotion of any significant 
levels of complimentary activities at this reserve 

Noorumba Reserve - focus will be environmental conservation with activities limited to relatively low 
key/low impact pursuits such as bushwalking (on clearly defined trails) and environmental education (in line 
with current Master Plan for the reserve) 

Kanbyugal Reserve – no known high environmental values and close to the CBD, noting residential 
development to the north west and commercial/light industrial land uses to the south east.  This reserve 
may present opportunities for activities such as high ropes course, zip line facility, orienteering, geocaching 

Smiths Creek Reserve – pockets of known high environmental values, with other areas potentially offering 
opportunities for activities such as geocaching, orienteering, mountain biking (secondary ‘b-line’ running 
parallel to main walk/cycle trail) 

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

B2.1 Simmo’s Beach Reserve – investigate further the feasibility of 
accommodating and promoting activities such as trail orienteering and 
geocaching 

Medium /  

2019-21 

L 

B2.2 Ingleburn Reserve – investigate further the feasibility of 
accommodating and promoting activities such as camping 

Medium /  

2019-21 

L/M 
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B2.3 Keith Longhurst Reserve – investigate further the feasibility of 
accommodating and promoting activities such as nature play playground, 
camping, high ropes course, zip line, rock climbing and orienteering 

High /  

2017- 

M 

B2.4 Kanbyugal Reserve - investigate further the feasibility of 
accommodating and promoting activities such as high ropes course, zip line 
facility, orienteering, geocaching 

Low /  

2021- 

L/M 

B2.5 Smith Creek Reserve - investigate further the feasibility of 
accommodating and promoting activities such as geocaching, orienteering, 
mountain biking 

Low /  

2021- 

L/M 

 

Table 27: Strategy B3 Trail Theme Development 

Trail Theme Development  

Strategy B3:  Based around the general focus/themes identified by this report for individual 
reserves/trails, engage with key stakeholders to further develop and refine these concepts 

Rationale:  To ensure that all potential opportunities are identified (and maximise the appeal of each trail 
experience to specific target groups) further key stakeholder engagement should be undertaken to collate 
all relevant information and refine theme concepts. 

Key stakeholders should include: 

 Relevant Council officers 
 Local special interest groups (environment, heritage) 
 Local community members 
 Local schools 

In particular, active engagement with local community members will assist in promoting additional 
investment in the local trails network, securing support and ‘buy-in’ to the proposals, and gauging 
community priorities for individual projects. Detailed information gathered through these processes could 
also then form the basis for the refinement of interpretation signage material. 

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

B3.1 Undertake a series of workshops/forums with key stakeholder groups 
associated with individual reserves to explore broad concepts/ideas further 
and refine individual trail theme concepts 

Ongoing LW – L 
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Table 28: Strategy B4 Themed Trail Experiences 

Themed Trail Experiences 

Strategy B4:  Develop a series of themed trail experiences linking multiple locations, based around 
a specific interest area 

Rationale:  The development of themed trail experiences will target visitors to the region with specific areas 
of interest and ensure that the visitor is aware of all the potential opportunities available to them.  A themed 
trail may link multiple locations that are based around specific interest areas which offer a diverse range of 
connected but distinct experiences, such as: 

 Bird watching 
 Rare/Endangered Habitats 
 Indigenous Heritage 
 European Heritage 
 In-town heritage trails 
 Arts Trail 

This simply might involve identifying and promoting a series of locations (that already benefit from existing 
support infrastructure) which showcase all that the region has to offer in relation to each respective interest 
area through a trail brochure available at the Visitor Information Centre and downloadable online.  A vehicle 
touring/drive trail might be identified to connect each of the individual locations and guide the user around 
the region. 

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

B4.1 Develop a series of themed trail experiences, based around each
specific interest area 

Medium /  

2019- 

M – M/H 

 

Table 29: Strategy B5 Economic and Community Development 

Economic and Community Development 

Strategy B5:  Use trail development and provision as an economic and community development 
tool. 

Rationale:  Established trail networks and their associated activities are able to provide significant benefits 
to the communities they traverse, particularly from an economic and tourism perspective.  The development 
of special events in the region that use the trail networks as their principle facility should be supported to 
assist in raising the profile of the existing and future trails network and provide economic spinoffs to the 
communities that host the events.   

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

B5.1 Support and develop trail related special events such as mountain 
bike racing, trail rides, walks, orienteering, rogaining and other appropriate 
activities 

Medium / 
Ongoing 

L – L/M 
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Strategic Outcome C: Strategic Regional Link & Loop Trail Network 

Table 30: Strategy C1 Strategic Regional Trails 

Strategic Regional Trails 

Strategy C1:  Support and engage with regional trail planning initiatives where these would benefit 
the local community and enhance tourism opportunities within the City of Campbelltown and wider 
region 

Rationale:  Over recent years several regional recreational trail concepts have been identified and 
progressed to varying levels of detail, including: 

 Georges River Trail / Great Kai Mai Way 
 Scenic Hills Trail 
 Macarthur Region Recreational Trail 

Most recently, Council received a Motion to investigate the potential to establish a Georges River Bush 
Cycle Track from Glenfield to Wedderburn. 

Such cross regional trails would serve to connect the City of Campbelltown and its existing trails network 
with trails across the Macarthur region and beyond, tapping into locations already well established as 
recreational trail/nature/adventure activity destinations, and increase the area’s profile. 

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

C1.1 Continue to support and engage with current work being undertaken 
relating to regional trail planning and development on behalf of the Greater 
Sydney Commission 

High / 
Ongoing 

- 

C1.2 Undertake a feasibility study to establish the viability of developing a 
multi-use trail along the Georges River, connecting Glenfield in the north 
and Wedderburn in the south – “Georges River Trail” / “Great Kai Mai Way” 

High /  

2017 

M/H 

Major Project 

C1.3 Undertake a feasibility study to establish the viability of developing a 
multi-use trail connecting Mount Annan Botanic Gardens and the Western 
Sydney Parklands – “Scenic Hills Trail” 

Medium / 
2019-2021 

H 

Major Project 

C1.4 Undertake a feasibility study to establish the viability of developing a 
multi-use trail connecting Mount Annan Botanic Gardens, Camden and 
Menangle Park – “Macarthur Region Recreational Trail” (joint venture with 
Camden Council) 

Medium – 
Low /  

2019- 

M/H 

Major Project 

C1.5 Engage a suitably qualified consultant /canoeist/kayaker to assess the 
viability of promoting a canoe/kayak trail on the Georges River, including 
determination of the navigable extent of the river 

High /  

2017-2019 

M 
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Table 31: Strategy C2 Local trail network connections 

Local trail network connections 

Strategy C2:  Develop local trail network connections 

Rationale:  Ensure future strategic regional trails are well connected to each other and facilitate local 
access onto and between these future trails for the community and visitors to the region 

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

C2.1 Undertake a feasibility study to establish the viability of developing a 
multi-use trail loop that circumnavigates the CBD, university and hospital 
precincts, utilising existing trail networks through Council reserves (e.g. 
Smiths Creek Reserve) 

Medium – 
Low /  

2019- 

L/M 

Major Project 

C2.2 Identify optimum local trail linkages to connect the multi-use trail loop 
with the future strategic loop trails, preferably utilising Council reserves and 
linear green corridors 

Medium – 
Low 

2019- 

M - VH 
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Strategic Outcomes D: Promotion, Marketing & Participation 

Table 32: Strategy D1 Promotion & Marketing 

Promotion & Marketing 

Strategy D1:  Increased promotion and marketing of trail opportunities within the region 

Rationale:  The development of a co-ordinated approach to the marketing of the region’s trail network 
would greatly assist the promotion of the region’s trails network, clearly conveying information to the local 
community and visitors to the region.  The development and implementation of a consistent branding 
strategy across the trails network is recommended, with consideration given to the development of a trail 
logo that could be included on promotional material and signage and provide a consistent image that is 
recognisable across the region. 

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

D1.1 Develop a coordinated approach to the production of visitor 
information maps / information bay / street directory mapping to accurately 
reflect the existing (and future) trails network 

High /  

2017 

L 

D1.2 Develop a coordinated approach to marketing the trails network 
through the development of a Trails Marketing Strategy (or part of a wider 
regional marketing strategy) 

Medium /  

2019-21 

L 

D1.3 Develop a City of Campbelltown trail logo for inclusion on all future 
trail signage and trail brochures 

High /  

2017 

L 

D1.4 Develop / modify a style guide for trail signage, facilities and 
infrastructure 

High /  

2017 

L – L/M 

D1.5 Remove dysfunctional, damaged, incorrect and illegible signage and 
replace with new signage in line with the style guide 

High / 
Ongoing 

L 

D1.6 Develop/enhance webpages hosted by Council to provide 
comprehensive details of all trail opportunities within the region, including 
interactive mapping and downloadable resources, with links to neighbouring 
Council and National Parks & Wildlife Service webpages that incorporate 
relevant trail information for the region 

Medium / 
2019-21 

LW - L 
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Table 33: Strategy D2 Mapping & Information 

Mapping & Information 

Strategy D1:  Improved mapping and identification of trails 

Rationale:  Generally, the availability and quality of trails related information is highly variable across the 
region, and the information that is available is not always complete/current, nor does it always reflect 
existing conditions on the ground.  There is no single, comprehensive source that provides a consistent 
level of information suitable to promote the existing trails network to local community members or visitors to 
the region.  As part of the Strategy existing trails were audited, including GPS mapping of trail alignments.  
This information can now be used to reliably develop trail maps. 

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

D1.1 Integrate trail related information identified as part of this project onto 
Council’s interactive mapping webpage 

High /  

Ongoing 

LW 

D1.2 Develop a series of trail user maps/ brochures that are consistent in 
terms of design and levels of information provided (incorporating an update 
of the Georges River Bushwalking Guide) – to be available as hard copy at 
the Visitor Information Centre and available online for download 

Medium /  

2019 - 21 

L/M - M 

D1.3 Upgrade trailhead signage/information (in line with the actions 
contained within this Strategy and Action Plan) to improve the 
availability/accessibility of information ‘on the ground’ 

High / 
Ongoing 

- 
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Strategic Outcome E: Development, Management and Maintenance 

Table 34: Strategy E1 Trail Planning Framework 

Trail Planning Framework 

Strategy E1:  Trail Planning Framework 

Rationale:  There are a wide variety of stakeholders involved in the development, management and 
maintenance of trails across the region.  Such stakeholders include Council, State government agencies, 
community groups, trail user groups and individual trail users.  It is important that an integrated approach to 
planning for the whole region is undertaken. 

Trails have recreation, transport, environmental, cultural and heritage elements and there is a need to 
ensure that when planning for these that trail planning and management is considered and incorporated. 

Regular communication and collaboration will need to be maintained throughout the implementation of the 
Strategy, which would benefit from the establishment of a Trails Reference Group, comprising 
representatives from all key stakeholder groups.  All aspects of trail planning, development, management 
and maintenance will need to be adequately resourced. 

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

E1.1 Trail planning initiatives to be recognised and incorporated into 
strategic community planning at a local government level (strategic plans, 
development plans, open space and recreation documents, management 
plans) plus other relevant government agency planning 

High / 
Ongoing 

LW 

E1.2 Formalise mechanisms for inter-Council collaboration to implement 
mutually beneficial trail development projects for the wider region 

High /  

2017 

LW 

E1.3 Consider establishing a Trails Reference Group for the wider region 
(including representatives from Council, peak trail bodies and 
community/trail groups).  Incorporate and engage representatives from the 
community, State and Local Government agencies and the private sector 
through invitation and attendance at meetings 

Medium – 
Low /  

2019+ 

L 

 

Table 35: Strategy E2 Management Structures 

Management Structures 

Strategy D2:  Ensure the management structures for all current and future trails are clearly defined

Rationale:  To ensure that all trails are managed appropriately, management responsibilities must be 
clearly identified, alongside the development of maintenance schedules.  Where trails cross multiple land 
tenures it is essential that trail management and maintenance responsibilities are assigned to a designated 
body, preferably to a government agency (local or state) as they are more likely to have the necessary 
resources and expertise. 

Actions Priority / 
Timeframe 

Estimated 
Resources 

D2.1 Ensure all trail manager roles are clearly defined, particularly for 
community driven trail development 

High / 
Ongoing 

LW 

D2.2 Ensure adequate trail maintenance schedules and procedures are 
defined and adhered to for all trails 

High /  

2017-19 

LW 

D2.3 Develop a management and maintenance manual as a guide for all 
trail managers, community and volunteer groups 

Medium – 
Low /  

2019- 

L 
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10. Implementation 
The Strategy & Action Plan will need to be adequately resourced.  The establishment of a 
permanent Trail Reference Group comprising representatives from Council, State government 
departments, peak bodies representing trail user groups, local trail user groups and other interested 
individuals would significantly improve the successful implementation of the identified strategies and 
actions, ultimately delivering the overall trail network vision for the region.   

Progress of the Strategy & Action Plan will need to be continually monitored and reported annually 
to Council and the community.  The Strategies and stated actions will be periodically reassessed 
and updated to respond to the changing circumstances and requirements of the area.  Actions may 
be amended, removed or re-prioritised to address the key issues identified at any given time. 

Community engagement will be encouraged to ensure that the evolving needs and aspirations of 
the community are identified and reflected in the targeted actions of the Strategy. 

An ongoing commitment of funds and resources will be required to achieve the objectives of the 
Strategy.  A range of funding options need to be considered, together with the sourcing of potential 
grant schemes.  Opportunities to form partnerships with other potential stakeholders should be 
sought where this would deliver successful outcomes and assist in the completion of the Strategy & 
Action Plan. 
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11. A3 Mapping 
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12. Theme Development 
Within the Strategy and Action Plan, Strategies B3: Trail Theme Development and B4: Themed Trail 
Experiences involve the concept of creating distinct trails for particular target user groups. Provided 
below are examples of trails which have been developed and marketed around various themes.  

Macquarie River Bird Watching Trail Guide, New South Wales 

This Bird Watching Trail guide is a joint initiative between RiverSmart Australia and 
the Warren Shire Council. The brochure features sites known by locals to provide 
the best publicly accessible bird watching experiences. The guide provides a mix of 
individual sites and area ‘routes’ guiding trail users to numerous spots within the 
Macquarie River region and is component of an eight-part series of brochures for 
themed trails/routes within the region. All of these guides can be downloaded.  

Trails within the Campbelltown City Council area have the capability to become a 
birdwatching trail through guiding trail users between bushland reserves and 
providing information on the birds in the area.  

Further details are available at http://www.rivertrails.com.au/cms/wp-
content/uploads/2014/09/Bird-Trail-Guide_14.pdf  

Mudlangga to Yertabulti Track, South Australia 

The Mudlangga to Yertabulti Track is administered by the City of Port Adelaide 
Enfield in South Australia. The track involves 16 signs and 8 special nodes around 
the Council area as a means of telling the stories of Aboriginal people who have 
had a long association with the area. Through visiting the sites, reading the signs 
and studying the website & brochure, trail users gain a stronger understanding of 
the lives of Aboriginal people in both the recent and distant past.  

It is known that there are over 300 sites of Aboriginal significance within the 
Campbelltown City Council area34. In collaboration with local Aboriginal people, a 
theme could be developed to guide users between specific sites and walking 
tracks, educating on Indigenous culture and history.  

Further details are available at http://www.portenf.sa.gov.au/page.aspx?u=2185  

Adelaide Hills Sculpture Trail, South Australia 

This trail guides users to locations throughout the Adelaide Hills to discover world 
class sculptures. The sculptures were crafted by master sculptors from across the 
world during the Adelaide Hills International Sculpture Symposiums. This trail was 
funded by a grant from Regional Development Australia and three local councils, 
and is a tribute to the vision and collaboration of the local community.  

In collaboration with the local artistic community, Campbelltown City Council could 
strengthen linkages between local artists and the natural landscapes through 
developing creative themes with the area’s the bushwalking network.  

Further details are available at 
http://www.adelaidehillssculpture.com.au/content/content/HST-2016-eBroch.pdf  
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Kangaroo Island Shipwreck Trail, South Australia, and 
Southern Ocean Shipwreck Trail, South Eastern South Australia 

These trails provide insight into South Australia’s maritime history through providing 
signs and story panels along the coast at sites associated with shipwrecks. Although 
in some locations the point of interest (the shipwreck) cannot be seen, users can 
appreciate its existence and context through the interpretive signage and brochure. 
History is conveyed on the signage through newspaper reports and personal 
accounts. 

Further details are available at http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/our-
places/Heritage/Visiting_heritage_places/Shipwreck_trails/Kangaroo_Island  

The Disney Fairies Trail, launched at The Australian Botanic Garden, Mt Annan 

The Disney Fairies Trail and app allows children to find and fly the Disney 
Fairies using magical augmented reality technology. The app is designed 
to show children the true magic of our natural world. The partnership 
reinforced brand recognition and values while fulfilling key social 
responsibility and education objectives for the Walt Disney Company in 
Australia. 

This trails is an example of a corporate partnership promoting a trail to a 
target audience. Campbelltown City Council could develop partnerships 
for themed trails, such as building upon the area’s existing “ghost theme”.  

Further details are available at https://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/Join-
Support/Corporate-Support/Corporate-Partners/The-Disney-Fairies-Trail-
Magic-in-our-Natural-Wor  

Alice in Wonderland Town Trails, Llandudno, United Kingdom 

This trail allows users to discover the town’s connections with Alice 
Liddell (the original Alice in Wonderland) who lived there in the 1860’s. 
Users start at the tourist information centre and follow 55 bronze cast 
rabbit footprints around the trail, guided by a trail map and/or a 
smartphone app providing further details of each site.  

Further details are available at: http://www.visitllandudno.org.uk/things-to-
do/alice-in-wonderland-town-trails-p296751  
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13. Appendix 1: Initial Scoping -
Georges River Recreational Trail 
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